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CARIBBEAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION 
Welcomes you to the 
42"d CARIBBEAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE 
Culture and Knowledge Economies: 
The Future of Caribbean Development? 
42 CONFERENCE ANNUELLE DE L'ASSOCIATION DES ETUDES CARIBEENNES 
Les Economies de Ia Culture et des Connaissances: 
L' avenir du Developpement des Cara"ibes? 
42 CONFERENCIA ANUAL DE LA ASOCIACION DE ESTUDIOS DEL CARl BE 
Economlas de cultura y conocimiento: 






La Caribbean Studies Asociation (CSA, Asociaci6n de Estudios Caribefios) es una asociaci6n profesional e independiente dedicada a Ia promoci6n 
de los estudios carib enos desde un punto de vista multicultural y multidisciplinario. Es Ia principal asociaci6n para academicos y profesionistas 
trabajando en Ia Region del Caribe (incluyendo Centroamerica y las Costas Caribefias de Suramerica). Sus miembros provienen de las Regiones del 
Caribe, Norteamerica, Suramerica, Centroamerica, Europa, entre otros lugares; sin embargo mas de Ia mitad de sus integrantes viven en los Esta-
dos Unidos, muchos de ellos ensefiando en colegios y universidades de ese pais. Fundada en 1974 por 300 Caribeiios, Ia CSA tiene ahora poco mas 
de 1100 miembros. 
La CSA es una asociaci6n sin fines de lucro e independiente a cualquier instituci6n publica o privada. La membresfa esta abierta a cualquier in-
teresado en compartir sus objetivos, sin importar su disciplina academica, profesi6n, ideologfa, Iugar de residencia, origen etnico o nacionalidad. 
La CSA se enfoca en Ia cuenca del Caribe, que incluye a Centroamerica, Ia Costa Caribefia de Mexico, a sf como Venezuela, Colombia, el Noreste de 
Brasil y las tres Guayanas. La asociaci6n cumple una funci6n muy importante ya que les provee a los academicos uno de los unicos espacios, para 
personas trabajando sobre el caribe, donde pueden reunirse para com partir su trabajo, comprometerse en un esfuerzo en comun, intercambiar 
ideas, conocerse mutua mente e impulsar el campo de los estudios caribefios. AUn mas importante Ia Asociaci6n de Estudios Caribefios se ha con-
vertido potencialmente en uno de los vehfculos de investigaci6n mas importantes, analizando y documentando el significativo crecimiento de Ia 
poblaci6n caribefia presente en los Estados Unidos, Canaday Europa. Provee el espacio perfecto para mantener las conexiones intelectuales y 
academicas necesarias para el estudio de este creciente fen6meno. 
Los integrantes de Ia CSA han desempefiado papeles importantes en el Caribe, mas notablemente en servicios publicos y academicos. Esto incluye 
servicios, pasados y actuales, como lfderes en el gobierno asf como administradores en organizaciones regionales bilaterales y multilaterales. 
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Culture and Creative Economies 
In an address to the 26th Inter-sessional Meeting of the Conference of Heads of Government of 
the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) February 2015-Leveraging CAR/COM's Human, Cultural 
and Natural Assets for Economic Development of the Community-former Jamaican Prime-
Minister, The Most Honorable P.J. Patterson insisted on the "urgent need (for CARl COM member 
states) to find new development pathways that encourage creativity and innovation in the pur-
suit of inclusive, equitable, and sustainable growth and development." Patterson called upon 
the heads of state to "capitalize on our phenomenal cultural and creative output, so much of 
which is attributable to our rich ethnic mix and variety of indigenous folklore and innate skills." 
In fact, "the creative industries" Patterson adds, "offer the larger Caribbean [region] feasible 
options to leapfrog into high growth areas of the global economy by showcasing to the world its 
distinctive cultural content." While the Caribbean region has come a long way-using UNDP 
Millennium Development Goals as a benchmark-the region continues to fall short in economic growth benchmarks, competitiveness, economic 
diversity and impact, and human capital output. Despite the call to marshal the "creativity and innovation" opportunities of the Caribbean Cul-
ture Sector, Patterson's address acknowledges-albeit in muted terms-the continuing absence of both national and regional policy frame-
works where culture, heritage and creative industries are recognized as critical enablers and drivers of Sustainable Development. 
Throughout the history CSA, we have sought to deepen our knowledge and understanding of the Caribbean region without limitations as to disci-
pline(s), language(s), culture(s), and location(s). Our "raison d'etre" is to assess, celebrate and affirm our critical engagement to the circum-
Caribbean, its turbulent history, contemporary challenges, diverse locations and multiple forms of linguistic, cultural, and artistic expressions. We 
expect significant numbers of scholars, activists and other allied professionals from all over the world to attend this year's conference to share 
their research output and development practical avenues for implementation. For the CSA, such a thrust is critical in facilitating synergies and 
reinforcing its relevance to applied research initiatives in the Caribbean Region as well as in the diaspora. Most importantly, the Caribbean Stud-
ies Association has embraced community engagement as a critical dimension of its activities and has been developing novel strategies to facili-
tate community outreach and participation in its proposed activities in collaboration with conference host country communities. 
A significant focus of the CSA 2017 conference will be on the shifting roles of knowledge, culture and economy in the Caribbean while reposition-
ing the question of "development" historically and in our contemporary moment. In direct collaboration with the Program and Local Organizing 
Committees our annual conference will confront and (re)consider "Development" -understood as the way a society manages available re-
sources to drive inclusive, equitable and sustainable growth has often been plagued by narrow economic, technical and public policy paradigms. 
It is our explicit intention that our week-long conference contributes to the elaboration of economically sound projects, designed around a wide 
spectrum of cultural activities in the fields of natural and cultural heritage, cultural and creative industries, and tourism in the Caribbean region. 
As a vital member and active participant in the regional civil society community, CSA has sought to expand community access to policy research 
and advisory activities, pursue strategic partnerships with actors of the creative economy and civil society, and enrich curricular offerings and 
enhance the public engagement and research profile of our membership. The CSA 2017 conference offers a framework through which we, as a 
collective body, can impact the policy, politics and scholarship of the Caribbean region-particularly on questions of cultural policy and creative 
industries, policy research and advisory activities -upon completion. It is with a great sense of anticipation and urgency that we hope to ignite 
your individual and collective commitment to developing research-based knowledge and evidence-based practices with practical, applicable 
legislative and public policy initiatives in the Caribbean Culture Sector. 
On behalf of the Program Chairs and the Local Organizing Committee of the CSA 2017 conference, I look forward to welcoming you to Nassau, in 
The Bahamas. 
Keithley Woo/ward 
CSA President 2076-2077 
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Français 
Les mots du Présidente 
Culture et e(onomies ueatives 
Dans un discours prononce lors de Ia 26eme rencontre inter-sessions de Ia Conference des Chefs de Gouvernement de Ia Communaute des Ca-
ra·lbes (CARICOM), en fevrier 2015- Mobiliser les atouts de Ia CAR/COM en ressources humaines, culturelles et environnementa/es pour le deve-
loppement economique de Ia Communaute-l'ancien Premier Ministre jama"icain, le Tres Honorable P.J. Patterson insistait sur le "besoin pressant 
(pour les membres de Ia CARl COM) de trouver de nouveaux chemins de developpement qui encouragent Ia creativite et !'innovation afin de pour-
suivre une croissance inclusive, equitable et durable". Patterson appelait les chefs de gouvernement a "capitaliser sur notre production phenome-
nale dans le domaine culture I et creatif, dQ largement a Ia rich esse de notre melange ethnique, Ia variete de notre folklore eta nos savoir-faire 
locaux". En fait, les "industries creatives", ajoute Patterson, "offrent au bassin caribeen (Ia region) des options accessibles pour fa ire le saut dans 
une zone de croissance acceleree au sein de l'economie mondiale en mettant I' accent sur sa teneur culturelle distinctive". Bien que Ia region cari-
beenne a fait un long chemin - s'appuyant sur les objectifs du Millenaire pour le developpement fixes par le PNUD - elle continue de rester en 
de~a des criteres en matiere de croissance economique, de competitivite, de diversite et d'impact economique, idem pour les ressources hu-
maines. Malgre son appel a joindre nos possibilites en termes de "creativite et d'innovation" pro pres au secteur culture I des Cara'ibes, le message 
de Patterson souligne- en sourdine -I' absence prolongee d'encadrement politique, tant national que regional, qui reconnaitrait Ia culture, le 
patrimoine et les industries creatives en tant qu'elements critiques et moteurs du developpement durable. 
Tout au long de l'histoire de I'AEC/CSA, nous avons cherche a approfondir notre savoir et comprehension de Ia region caribeenne sans frontieres 
disciplinaire, langagiere, culturelle ou spatial e. Notre raison d'etre consiste a evaluer, celebrer et affirmer notre engagement critique pour le bas-
sin caribeen, son histoire turbulente et ses expressions artistiques. Nous esperons accueillir des chercheur-e-s, activistes et autres professionnel-le 
-s venant de toutes parts lors de notre conference annuelle en vue de faire part de leurs recherches et leurs propositions pour Ia mise en ceuvre de 
voies de developpement innovantes. Pour I'AEC, cet elan est fonda mental pour creer des synergies et renforcer son importance quant aux initia-
tives dans le do maine de Ia recherche appliquee au sein de Ia region caribeenne et sa diaspora. En particulier, !'Association d'Etudes Caribeennes 
s'est engagee a ceuvrer pour les inten~~ts communautaires en tant que valet cle de ses activites, eta developpe des strategies novatrices de diffu-
sion et de mise en partage en collaboration avec les pays accueillant ses conferences. 
Lors de Ia Conference de 2017, un accent particulier sera mis sur les mutations et les enjeux du savoir, de Ia culture et de l'economie dans Ia Ca-
ra·lbe, tout en posant a nouveaux frais Ia question du "developpement" d'un point de vue historique et contemporain. En collaboration directe 
avec le Comite de programmation et le Comite local d'organisation, notre conference annuelle abordera et analyser ale concept de 
"developpement", envisage en tant qu'ensemble de pro cedes par lesquels une societe determinee gere les ressources a sa disposition en vue 
d'une croissance inclusive, equitable et durable, croissance souvent lestee par l'etroitesse des paradigmes economiques, techniques et politiques. 
Notre intention explicite est que notre conference d'une semaine contribue a elaborer des pro jets viables en termes economiques, con\ US sur Ia 
base d'une large gam me d'activites culturelles dans les domaines du patrimoine nature I et culture! impliquant les industries creatives et le tou-
risme dans Ia region caribeenne. 
Membre vital et actif dans Ia societe civile de region, I'AEC a cherche a etendre l'acces de Ia communaute aux etudes politiques et aux activites de 
conseil, d'etablir des partenariats strategiques avec les acteurs de l'economie creative et Ia societe civile, d'enrichir les activites d'enseignement et 
d'intensifier !'engagement communautaire et le profil scientifique de nos membres. La conference de 2017 propose un cadre qui no us permettra, 
en tant que collectif, de peser in fine sur Ia strategie, Ia politique et !'expertise de Ia region caribeenne- notamment en ce qui concerne Ia poli-
tique culture lie et les industries creatives, les etudes politiques et les activites de conseil. No us esperons ardemment vous inciter a prendre des 
engagements tant collectifs qu'individuels en faveur de Ia production d'un savoir base sur Ia recherche et des pratiques fondees_sur I' experience, 
en vue d'initiatives politiques et legislatives concretes et applicables a terme dans le secteur culture I caribeen. 
Au nom du Comite de programmation et du Co mite d'organisation local de Ia conference AEC de 2017, j'espere pouvoir vous accueillir bientot a 
Nassau, Bahamas. 
Keithley Woo/ward 
Presidente, CSA 20 16- 20 17 
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Español 
Mensaje de el Presidente 
Cultura y Economias Creativas 
Durante Ia 26° Reunion lnter-sesional de Ia Conferencia de Dirigentes Gubernamentales de Ia Comunidad Caribena (CARICOM) en febrero 2015 r.8J 
Aprovechando Recursos Humanos, Culturales y Naturales de CAR/COM para el Desarrollo Econ6mico de Ia Comunidad r.8J el Primer Ministro anterior de 
Jamaica, el Muy Honorable P.J. Patterson, insistio durante una intervencion en Ia "urgente necesidad (para los Estados miembros de Ia CARICOM) 
de encontrar nuevas vias de desarrollo para impulsar Ia creatividad y Ia innovacion en Ia busqueda de un crecimiento y desarrollo inclusivo, equi-
tativo y sostenible". Patterson exhorto a los dirigentes a "aprovechar al maximo nuestra produccion cultural y creativa, que es fenomenal y le 
debe mucho a nuestra rica mezcla etnica, a Ia variedad de folclores indigenas y habilidades natas". De hecho, "las industrias creativas", anade 
Patterson, "ofrecen a Ia region del Caribe opciones viables para dar un sa Ito hacia las areas mas amp lias de Ia economia global, mostrandole al 
mundo sus contenidos culturales distintivos". Si bien Ia region del Caribe ha crecido mucho r.8J basados en las Metas de Desarrollo UNDP Millen-
nium como punto de referenciar.8J aun nos quedamos cortos en estandares de comparacion, competitividad, diversidad economica e impacto, y 
produccion de capital humano. A pesar de Ia exhortacion para dirigir las oportunidades de "creatividad e innovacion" en el Sector de Cultura del 
Caribe, Patterson reconoce txlsi bien entre lfneastxl Ia con stante ausencia de marcos politicos nacionales y regionales en los que industrias cultura-
les, patrimoniales y creativas sean reconocidas como potenciadoras y dirigentes del Desarrollo Sustentable. 
A lo largo de Ia historia de Ia CSA/AEC, hemos procurado profundizar nuestro conocimiento y comprension de Ia region del Caribe, sin limitaciones 
disciplinares, lingUisticas, culturales y geograticas. Nuestra razon de ser es evaluar, celebrar y afirmar nuestro compromiso critico con el circum-
Caribe, su turbulenta historia, retos contemporaneos, y sus multiples form as de expresion lingUistica, cultural y artistica. Esperamos que asista a Ia 
Conferencia 2017 un numero significativo de academicos, activistas y otros profesionales aliados de todo el mundo, quienes compartiran los re-
sultados de sus investigaciones, asf como sus propuestas para Ia implementacion de vias practicas para el desarrollo. Para Ia CSA/AEC, un impulso 
como este es de gran importancia para facilitar sinergias y reforzar su relevancia en Ia aplicacion de iniciativas de investigaci6n tanto en Ia region 
del Caribe, como en Ia diaspora. Es de suma importancia recalcar que Ia CSA/AEC tiene un estrecho compromiso comunitario como parte de Ia 
dimension crftica de sus actividades y, por lo tanto, ha estado desarrollando nuevas estrategias para facilitar Ia interaccion comunitaria con las 
comunidades anfitrionas de Ia Conferencia. 
Uno de los ejes de Ia Conferencia CSA/AEC 2017 es reposicionar Ia cuestion historica y contemporanea del desarrollo dentro de los aspectos siem-
pre cambiantes del conocimiento, Ia cultura y Ia economfa en el Caribe. En colaboracion directa con los Comites del Programa y Organizacion lo-
cal, nuestra conferencia anual confrontara y (re)considerara el"desarrollo" txlentendido como Ia manera en que una sociedad maneja los recursos 
a su disponibilidad para dirigir el crecimiento inclusivo, equitativo y sostenible, ha estado plagado frecuentemente por paradigmas limitados de 
polfticas publicas, economicas y tecnicas. Nuestra intencion explfcita es contribuir, a lo largo de nuestra conferencia, a Ia elaboraci6n de proyectos 
economicamente solidos, diseriados a partir de un amplio espectro de actividades culturales en los campos de patrimonios culturales y naturales, 
industrias culturales y creativas, asf como de turismo regional. 
Como miembro vital y activo participante en Ia comunidad regional y civil, Ia CSA/AEC ha procurado extender el acceso de Ia comunidad a Ia in-
vestigacion de polfticas y actividades consultivas, se ha dedicado a Ia obtencion de relaciones colaborativas con los actores de Ia economfa creativa 
y Ia sociedad civil, ha enriquecido las ofertas curricula res y ha buscado aumentar el compromiso social y perfil investigativo de nuestros miem-
bros.la Conferencia CSA/AEC 2017 ofrece un marco a traves del cual, como un cuerpo colectivo, pod amos impactar en Ia polftica y Ia academia de 
Ia region del Caribe ~ particularmente en las industrias creativas, Ia investigacion de polfticas y actividades consultivas. Es con gran anticipacion y 
urgencia que esperamos inflamar su compromiso individual y colectivo con el desarrollo en el Sector Cultural del Caribe, tanto de un conocimiento 
basado en Ia investigacion, como de iniciativas de polfticas publicas y legislativas basadas en evidencias. 
En nombre de los Directores del Programa y el Co mite de Organizacion Local de Ia Conferencia 2017 CSA/AEC, espero con ansi as darles Ia bienve-
nida a Nassau, en Las Bahamas. 
Keithley Woo/ward 
Presidente, CSA 2016- 20 17 
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Message from the Program Co-Chairs 
It is a bitter sweet moment as we welcome you to the beautiful Nassau, 
Bahamas, in the comfort, ambience and plush settings of the Melia hotel. It 
is bitter sweet because it will be the last time that we get to serve you in 
our capacity as Program Co-Chairs. We know you will have a wonderful 
time because we have prepared the program for you to both gain and share 
your knowledge and expertise while providing ample opportunities to en-
joy the culture, heritage and way of life of the Bahamian 
people. 
While the Bahamas may not have the exotic appeal of a typical last frontier venue like past conference sites, the Bahamas has a booming econo-
my, volatile environment, diverse cultural landscape, political instability and citizens whose rights and responsibilities have to be upheld. Soon 
after we embarked upon this process a year ago, we envisioned putting together a program with your input that will help capture the multitude 
of ideas and rich body of evidence based research. We hoped by doing so that it will not only aid the process to address some of the development 
challenges that pervade our region but also to show-case the successes and opportunities of the Caribbean region and most importantly how 
these manifest in the Bahamas as our conference host country. 
This past February, heads of states and their UN partners gathered at the same Melia hotel to discuss a Caribbean contextualization of the Sus-
tainable Development Goals agenda; what will work for the region and how to implement, monitor and evaluate and the kinds of strategic part-
nerships that will be required to transform our region. While no one size fits all, we believe that locally adapted solutions based on empirical data 
at each country situation will eventually contribute to the overall progress of the region. Research and development, technological innovations 
and our language assets will play critical roles in this process from within our wonderful organization, the CSA. The use of technology and online 
tools is the only way we could have organized this conference what with each of us based in different locations with Guido in Curacao, Okama in 
St. Maarten and Keithley and the Local Organizing Committee in the Bahamas! We met once in September 2016 with the Executive Board and 
every other coordination since then has been online. 
And last but not the least, our organization, the CSA is at crossroads. A situation that requires repositioning our organization to operate effective-
ly, efficiently and transparently. These are the core tenets of a strong organization led along the principles of good governance. Compliance with 
this approach requires a consistent restructuring and reengineering of how we manage the organization to enable the membership to continually 
understand what it's strategic plan is, and how that strategic plan will be implemented with the full membership, partnerships and stakeholders. 
Another important aspect of our crossroads is sustainability of the organization. In this aspect, we look at the human resources and financial as-
pects to enable the wealth of knowledge within our organization to continue to optimally enhance the wellbeing of the Caribbean people and 
residents. We also look at strengthening strategic and durable partnerships with national, regional, bilateral, multilateral, private and civil society 
sectors as well as the media, academic institutions and individuals. 
We would like to thank president Keithley Woolward for the confidence he placed in us as program chairs and all the hard work he facilitated 
through the Local Organizing Committee. We would also like to thank the Executive Board for the encouragement and sharing of lessons learnt 
from previous years, our CSA Secretariat for the liaison with the membership, our Newsletter Editor and website manager who both ensured con-
sistent updates to inform our membership. 
What will we do without you our members? You are the wealth of this organization and we thank you for your contributions, knowledge, pa-
tience and commitment to the organization. We hope that you do enjoy the conference to the maximum and will not hesitate to share your 
thoughts, ideas and recommendations with us. We can be reached through the CSA website at (http:/ /www.caribbeanstudiesassociation.org/) or 
via email 
Okama Ekpe Brook okamacsa2017@gmail.com I ngumjo@gmail.com I Tel:+ 17215805915 
Guido Rojer Jr. grcsa2017@gmail.com I guidorojer@gmail.com I Tel: +59995150311 
It has been a pleasure serving you. 
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Local Organising Committee 
lan Bethell Bennett is an associate professor of English at the University of the Bahamas in Nassau. He works 
around themes of gender and development in Caribbean literature and society. He also work around visual repre-
_._. .. ....,_ sentations and historical legacies. 
Marion Bethel 
Ms. Bethel has been actively involved in the women's movement in The Bahamas and the Caribbean since the mid-
1980s. She has worked in the area of human rights principally in regard to gender equality and abolition of the 
death penalty. She currently serves as a Board member of the Securities commission ofT he Bahamas. 
In 2012 Ms. Bethel produced a documentary film entitled Womanish Ways: Freedom, Human Rights and Democra-
cy, The Women's Suffrage Movement in The Bahamas 1948-1962. This film chronicles the journey to the enfran-
chisement of women and underscores the significant contribution of this suffrage movement to the larger civil 
rights, majority rule and independence movements in The Bahamas. 
In July 2014 Ms. Bethel was awarded the Eleventh CARICOM Triennial Award for Women for her outstanding contribution to the field of Gender 
and Development in the Caribbean. She was elected to the Committee of the UN Convention on the Elimination on All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women in June 2016. 
Christopher Curry 
Christopher Curry serves as Assistant Professor of History and Chair of the School of Social Sciences at The College of 
the Bahamas. In 2006 he successfully co-authored a three volume series entitled Social Studies for Bahamian Sec-
ondary Schools. Published by Macmillan Caribbean, these books are widely circulated throughout Junior-High Schools 
in the Bahamas. His most recent book a monographic study entitled Contesting Freedom: The Black Loyalist Strug-
gle for Freedom in the Bahamas. 
Michael P. Edwards 
Michael Edwards is a design thinker with a background in the visual arts. He received a BFA from the Rhode Island 
School of Design, and a Master of Science in art and technology, Innovative Design from Chalmers University of 
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden. Additionally, he has collaborated with geographically dispersed industry players 
on numerous joint venture projects. Edwards is an affiliate of the Research on the Education and Development of 
Youth (REDY) initiative at Duke University as well as a participant at THNK School of Creative Leadership. Presently, 
he is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Liberal & Fine Arts at the University ofT he Bahamas. 
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Local Organising Committee 
Walteria Tucker-Rolle 
A. Marie Sairsingh 
Marie Sairsingh holds a Bachelor's degree from the University of Miami, a Master's degree in Education from Uni-
versity of Southern Mississippi. She is Associate Professor in the English Department at The University of The Baha-
mas. Her research interests Literatures of the African Diaspora, and Gender and Cultural Studies. She has published 
articles in the International Journal of English and Literature, the Journal of West Indian Literature, and the College 
Language Association (CLA) Journal. 
Craig Smith 
Craig A. Smith earned his Ph.D. from The University of Florida in 2010. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Eng-
lish at The College ofT he Bahamas. His primary areas of scholarship are 20th-Century African American and Anglo-
phone Caribbean Studies, Cultural Studies, Post-Colonial Theory, Film, and Gender Studies. Dr. Smith is the co-
founder of the annual Critical Caribbean Symposium Series hosted at The College ofT he Bahamas. Dr. Smith's cur-
rent research focuses on representations of black masculinities in literature and popular culture. His poetry has 
appeared in the anthology Caribbean Erotic: Poetry, Prose & Essays (2011) and his articles have been published in 
The Journal of West Indian literature. 
Assistant Professor of Spanish and incoming Chair of the School of Communications and Creative Arts at the University ofThe Bahamas. 
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La sostenlda evaluaci6n de nuestras lniclatlvas, lncluida una encuesta respondlda por alrededor de ZOO mlembros en el 1013, muestra que un 
numero slgnificatlvo de nuestros mlembros son multllingiies y que estan dE.'sE.'osos de vlncularsE.' a practicas multllingiies como un rasgo pE.'rma-
nentE.' de Ia AEC. Mientras contlnuamos forjando una cultura de lntercamblo multlllngiie fluido, celebramos E.'l compromlso de mas y mas miem-
bros y abrlgamos Ia esperanza de quE.' un mayor mlmero dlsfrute los beneticlos de una proyE.'ccl6n mas amp lia de nuestros sa be res y relaciones 
academicas. 
El GET continuara trabajando con E.'l CE y E.'l PrE.'sidente para facllitartantos rE.'cursos y apoyo como sE.'an posibles, y para promover una mayor 
colaboracl6n entre los mlembros que hagan de Ia AEC u n espacio lncluslvo mas a lla de las "barreras" llngiiistlcas. 
Entre los mlembros y colaboradores del CTET se encuentran Cedric Audebert, Chrissy Arce, Anja Bandau, Jose Buscaglia, Carole Charles, Vincent 
Cooper, lan Craig, Samuel Fure Davis, Monica del Valle, Vilma Dfaz, Kenia Dorta, Holger Henke, Annette lnsanally, Heidi Lavine, Samuel Joualt, 
Addia Miller-Bernard, Marie-Jose N'Zengou-Tayo, Lisa Outar, Alix Pierre, Aaron Ramos, Ileana Sanz, Maggie Sh rlmpton, Lincoln Shlensky, Silvia 
Torres, Eliza lleth Wl I son, Yolanda Wood. 
Nadia V. Celis Salgado 
Chair 
Maggie Sh rimpton 
Co-Chair 
Spanish Translation Team 
Ileana Sanz Cabrera 
Coordinator 
French Translation Team 
Christoph 51 ng ler 
Newsletter and Website 
Susana C. Ba rradas 
Newsletter and Website 
Fabienne Viala 
Anja Bandau 
Program Committee liaison 
Josue Ku Gallegos 
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Featured Evening Events 
Monday 5 June 2077 
Opening Ceremonies and Reception 
Independence Ballroom 
Melia Nassau Beach Resort 
7:30PM 
Welcome Addresses 
Dr. Linda A. Davis, Provost, University of The Bahamas 
Marion Bethel, Dr. Craig Smith & Dr. Christopher Curry: 
Local Organizing Committee Co-Chairs: 
Performances By 
The Royal Bahamas Police Force Band 
Keynote Address 
The Honorable Michael C. Pintard 
Minister of Youth, Sports & Culture 
Reception to Follow 
Tuesday6June2077 
Derek Walcott's Caribbean 
Performing Arts Center 
The University ofThe Bahamas 
7:30PM 
On Monday 251h March, the people of St. Lucia-and the wider 
Caribbean-said a final farewell to poet, artist, playwright and the 
1992 Nobel Laureate in Literature Sir Derek Alton Walcott. 
Delivering the Eulogy at Sir Derek's state funeral, Professor 
Emeritus Edward Baugh would say of his long-time friend and 
fellow poet: "We mourn and we celebrate a genius who was a 
prodigy, a maker. A Caribbean man who has made us and the 
world see more clearly the Caribbean landscape, Caribbean light. 
But we also mourn and celebrate a person. Someone with the vir-
tues and the shortcomings that defined him, as the persons who 
knew him valued. I remember him as unassuming, never one to 
blow his own trumpet not one given to talking shop but famous if 
not notorious for his corny jokes." 
Featured Speaker: 
Edward Baugh 
Professor Emeritus of English 
University of the West Indies, 
Jamaica 
Edward Baugh is Professor 
Emeritus of English, University of 
the West Indies, Jamaica. He has 
served as Visiting Professor at 
UCLA and at Howard University. 
He has written extensively on 
Anglophone Caribbean Literature, and particularly on the work of 
Derek Walcott. His publications include Derek Walcott: Memory as 
Vision (Longman, 1978), and Derek Walcott (Cambridge University 
Press, 2006). He edited Walcott's Selected Poems (Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 2007), and co-edited, with Colbert Nepaulsingh, a fully 
annotated edition of Walcott's Another Life (Lynne Rienner, 2004). 
He is also the author of Frank Collymore: A Biography (I an Randle, 
2009). He has published three collections of poetry, of which the 
most recent, Black Sand (Peepal Tree, 2013), won the 2014 Guyana 
Prize for the Best Book of Caribbean Poetry. 
Reception to Follow 
*Sponsored by the Office of the Provost, University ofThe Bahamas 
Wednesday 7 June 2077 
CSA Culture Night 
Honorable Member 
A new play by Bahamian Playwright 
I an Gregory Strachan 
Dundas Performing Arts Center 
Village Road 
7:30PM 
*Buses Leave the Conference Lobby area at 7:15PM 
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I an Strachan's political play "Honourable Member" is the story of 
Winston "Fergie" Ferguson, Prime Minister of 1-Land. Fergie is a 
wily old politician who is fighting off challenges to his power, both 
within his political party and from the Opposition. Fergie breaks the 
fourth wall and teaches his audience the Ten Rules of Politics as he 
understands them. Some ofthem are: "When you're in charge, stay 
in charge,""Make time for the small people," and "Keep the rich 
happy and the poor distracted." Fergie attempts to do just these 
things. Filled with manipulation, outright lies, misdirection, collu-
sion and-literally-song and dance, Fergie's life is a constant 
battle to outwit his opponents and buy himself five more years on 
top. However, unexpected events outrun him and he is advised by 
his old friend and rival, former Prime Minister Hannibal Jones that 
it might be time to hang it up. 
Bio 
su••• I an Gregory Strachan is a Baha-
mian poet, playwright, novelist, 
journalist, filmmaker and activ-
ist. He has written eight plays for 
the stage, including No Seeds in 
SUP •• , Babylon, which appears in Con-
temporary Caribbean Drama, 
edited by Erika Waters, Diary of 
Souls, which has been performed 
in The Bahamas, Barbados and 
The United States and Gun Boys 
Rhapsody, which will be featured 
in CARl FESTA 13 in Barbados this 
coming August. He is the author of the novel God's Angry Babies 
(1997) and Paradise and Plantation a work of literary criticism, 
history and political economy (2002). He is Professor of English at 
the University of The Bahamas where he teaches, Film Studies, 
Modern Drama, Creative Writing, and Acting. For many he wrote a 
column called "East Street Blues" in The Nassau Guardian and is the 
editor/publisher of the online publication, Ceiba Magazine. He is 
the writer, director and producer of Gippie's Kingdom a television 
drama that has aired in The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Grenada, 
Turks and Caicos and St. Lucia. He has directed and produced two 
documentaries on Bahamian and Caribbean life: Show Me Your 
Motion: The Ringplay Games of the Bahamas and l's Man: Manhood 
in The Bahamas. I an Strachan is also a social and political activist. In 
2009, he co-founded the 1962 Foundation, a social and political 
think tank and in 2017 he co-founded Out Da Box, a group advocat-
ing from electoral reform in The Bahamas. 
Reception to Follow 
*Sponsored by the Bahamas Arts Foundation 
Friday 9 June 20 7 7 
------------------------~ 
CSA Night Awards & Banquet (ticketed event) 
Annual CSA Banquet and Awards Ceremony 
Independence Ballroom 
Melia Nassau Beach Resort 
7:30PM 
Performance by The Tingum Dem Band 
Featuring Gram my winning Guitarist Fred Ferguson 
With vocalist Diana Hamilton 
Tingum Dem ..... in Bahamian dialect.. .. is used when the name of a 
person or thing escapes your memory. Tingum Dem Band consists 
of musicians from different backgrounds and ages, hence the name 
'Tingum Dem'. 
Tingum Dem was created to back all ofthe local artists during the 
Bahamas' 30th Anniversary of Independence Concert. The band 
consists of a number of top musicians who also perform in other 
bands. These musicians come together and play just to have fun 
and to perform music at the highest level. 
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Conference Themed Plenary Session 1  
CULTURE, KNOWLEDGE, DEVELOPMENT: FRAMING THE DEBATE 
MONDAY- 5 June 2017 
Heather Russell, Florida Interna-
tional University 
Chair 
Kevin Browne, University of the 
West Indies, St. Augustine 
His research, writing, and photog-
• raphy engage the aspects and 
effects of Caribbean expression as 
deliberate rhetorical activity. As co 
-founder of the Caribbean 
Memory Project, his work in Digi-
tal Humanities--in particular, the 
exploration of "vernacular trans-
humanism"--espouses a vision for 
Caribbean expression, material engagement, and innovation that 
links localized traditional practices to global and digital discourses. 
lvette Romero, Marist College, 
, Repeating Islands Slog 
lvette Romero is a Professor of 
Spanish and Chair of the Depart-
ment of Modern Languages and 
Cultures, Director of the Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies 
program at Marist College and co-
editor of the Repeating Islands 
blog. Her research interests center 
on comparative Caribbean Studies 
(literature, visual arts, cinema, and gender). 
John Cox, Popup Studios, Nassau, 
Bahamas 
John Cox, is a leading Bahamian artist 
attended Rhode Island School of De-
sign where he received a BFA in lllus- ..__........, __ _ 
tration and an MAT in Art Education. Cox is a mixed media artist 
whose works focus on the *"everyday"*. He is known for large for-
mat paintings, found-object assemblages, collage and non-
traditional printmaking. 
I an Poitier is a Writer, Director, 
Choreographer & Producer 
ian Poitier is a Writer, Director, Chore-
ographer & Producer, who has 
worked in many of the cultural and 
creative industries: Film, Television, 
Radio, Theatre, Live Events, Advertis-
ing, PR and Publishing. 
In addition to his own entrepreneurial ventures, he consults to a 
range of Public, Private and Non-Governmental Organisations. 
In 2014, he returned home to The Bahamas from London, and has 
led the work on cultural development for the Government of The 
Bahamas, working for the Ministries ofT ourism, and Youth, Sports 
& Culture, and in the Office ofThe Prime Minister. 
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Conference Themed Plenary Session 2 
CREATIVE AND CULTURAL INDUSTRIES: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
TUESDAY-6June2017 
Guido Rojer, Jr., University of 
Curacao 
Chair 
Jo-Anne lull, University of the 
West Indies, St. Augustine 
Dr. T ull is a lecturer and the aca-
demic co-ordinator of the B.A. Car-
nival Studies programme, the B.A. 
Minor in Cultural Studies, and for-
merly, of the post-graduate diplo-
ma in Arts Culture and Enterprise 
Management (ACEM) at the University of the West Indies, Trinidad 
and Tobago. She teaches Economics of Culture, the Economics of 
Copyright, Enterprise Internships in the Arts, Introduction to Cultur-
al Research Methods, Festival Management, and Festival Project. 
Devon Liburd, Nevis Tourism Au-
thority 
Devon Liburd has been working 
with the Nevis Tourism Authority 
for the past 17 years. areas of spe-
cific responsibilities included the 
implementation of the Caribbean 
Tourism Organisation Management 
Information Systems forT ourism 
........ ~ ..... 11111....,u.w'IJ:.....JI (CTO MIST) a tourism Statistic pro-
gram introduced for the turn of the 
new millennium. Devon is currently the President of the Nevis His-
torical and Conservation Society (NHCS) and for the past 4 years has 
been a member of the Board of Directors. 
Nicolette Bethel, Shakespeare 
In Paradise/University of The Ba-
hamas 
Nicolette Bethel was born and 
raised in Nassau, Bahamas. She 
has lived, studied and worked in 
the UK and Canada, and served as 
Director of Culture for the Baha-
mas for five years. She is a playwright, poet, fiction writer and an-
thropologist who spends her life juggling, trying to keep those 
personae aloft. She is Assistant Professor of Sociology at the Univer-
sity ofThe Bahamas. She is also a theatre producer and director, 
and is Festival Director of Shakespeare in Paradise. 
ChristianJustilien, University ofThe Bahamas 
Christian Justilien- Assistant Professor (Band Director)- The Uni-
versity ofThe Bahamas; Leader- AMBASAH (Jazz/ Caribbean Band); 
Leader- Colours Entertainment & Junkanoo Organization; Motiva-
tional speaker; Member- The C -Force Chamber Ensemble. 
Kiah Graham, Owner and Senior 
IT Consultant, Sirius Web Solutions 
Kiah has over 20 years in the IT 
industry and her work experience 
in both the public and private 
sector has given her insight on 
the keys to success. By applying 
her extensive knowledge, com-
bined with her work experience, 
she was able to build a successful 
business and assist her clients in 
achieving e-business success. 
She currently shares her insights 
on business and technology through her book £-Business Success: 
Using Technology to Take Your Business to the Next Level. 
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Opening Themed Session 3 
 




Conference Themed Plenary Session 4 
INAUGURAL PRESIDENT’S FORUM 
CULTURE AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY: REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
THURSDAY- 8 June 2017 
Presiding: lvelaw Lloyd Griffth, CSA 
Past President 200 7-2002 
Vice Chancellor, University of 
Guyana 
Ben Garner, University of Ports-
mouth 
Ben Garner is a senior lecturer at the 
University of Portsmouth (UK), 
where he also leads the BA pro-
gramme in International Develop-
ment Studies. His current research 
interests lie in the politics of repara-
tive justice in global trade and de-
velopment cooperation, and in the 
relationship between culture and development. His recently pub-
lished The Politics of Cultural Development: Trade, Cultural Policy 
and the UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity (Routledge, 2016). 
Leonard O'Garro, University of The 
West Indies, Cave Hill 
Professor O'Garro leads the UWI's 
Centre for Food Security and Entre-
preneurship at the Cave Hill Campus. 
The Centre for Food Security and 
Entrepreneurship of the University of the West Indies [CFSE]has 
received financing from the Caribbean Development Bank (COB) in 
an amount equivalent to US$140,000 towards the cost of the Pro-
ject, 'Development of a Training Programme- Capacity Building of 
Artisan Chocolate Manufacturers in the Caribbean.' 
Arelis Moore de Peralta, Clemson ~;;:;:;:;;~iiil==,-, 
University 
Moore de Peralta is a medical epide- .,___ 
miologist and social scientist. She is 
an assistant professor with an inter-
disciplinary joint appointment be-
tween the Department of lan-
guages and Department of Youth, Family and Community Studies 
(YFCS) at Clemson University (CU). Prior, she was the director of the 
Center for Community Services (CCS) a public service of CU/YFCS, 
and its Hispanic family outreach and support program Cafe Cultura. 
Natalie Willis, National Art 
Gallery of the Bahamas 
Natalie Willis is an artist, curator 
and researcher from Grand Baha-
ma currently working at the Na-
tional Art Gallery ofThe Bahamas 
(NAGB). She is particularly inter-
ested in representation and the 
post -colonial, as well as ideas of 
hybridity and positioning, given her mixed heritage. 
Willis has exhibited her work locally at the NAGB, for both the 7th 
and 8th National Exhibitions, and also further afield: in Vienna, 
Austria for the Vienna Contemporary Festival2015 group show 
"Nassau Calling"; and in leipzig, Germany for "Obersee" at the Halle 
14, a showcase of Bahamian and Caribbean work. 
She was invited to speak at the Museums Association of the Carib-
bean (MAC) Annual Conference in 2016, and is the co-curator of the 
2017 Permanent Exhibition at the NAGB entitled 'Revisiting An Eye 
For The Tropics'. 
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Conference Themed Plenary Session 5 
 
ACTIVIST INTERVENTIONS: WORKING ON THE FRONT LINE 
FRIDAY- 9 June 2017
Keithley Woolward, University of the 
Bahamas 
Chair 
Malaika Brooks-Smith Lowe, 
Groundation Grenada 
Malaika Brooks-Smith-Lowe is co-
founder of Groundation Grenada, a 
multi-issue action collective and 
founding organization ofthe Grenada 
Community Library. Malaika holds a 
BA in Studio Art from Smith College, 
...__ ._.... Massachusetts, and a MA Cultural 
Studies from the University of the West Indies, St. Augustine. Her 
graduate research focused on cultural memory and the Grenada 
Revolution & U.S. 'lntervasion'. Her photographs, short films and 
mixed media installations have been exhibited throughout the 
region and internationally. 
Pam Burnside, Doongalik Studies and - ..... ~­
Creative Nassau 
Pamela Burnside is a Bahamian who 
holds Degrees in English from McMas-
ter University, and Fashion/Textiles 
from StMartin's School of Art, London. 
She is the owner and manager of 
Doongalik Studios, a creative design entity in Nassau, and is co-
founder of Creative Nassau, a non-profit community organization 
which' celebrates and promotes Bahamian Art, Culture and Herit-
age from the inside out'. 
Diana Hamilton, The Cat Island Accordion Camp 
Rita Pratt, Bahamas African Heritage Museum 
Quinton Barabas Woodside, Junkanoo World Museum and Arts 
Center 
Shaun Ingraham, The One Eleuthera Foundation 
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Film Track:  Bahamian Film Series 
j Curated by Kareem Mortimer 
~ Kareem J. Mortimer is a Bahamian 
filmmaker, theatre director, curator 
~ ~~rM~ and video artist who believes in the 
transformative power of film and art. 
Over the past five years he has won 
over 30 awards for his projects, and his 
work has been distributed in 52 countries. 
His film work includes the shorts: Float, She, Chance and Passage; 
the documentaries: The Eleutheran Adventure, I Am Not A Dummy 
and Chartered Course and the feature films Children of God, Wind 
Jammers (co-directed with Ric Von Maur) and Cargo. His video art 
includes the installations: Where I'm At, Back to Nassau, The Naked 
Truth and Witness. His theatre directing work includes Pastor's 
Little Problem and Clybourne Park. 
Kareem has also served as a producer on Brigidy Bram, Full Circle, 
When A Man Dreams Dreams and Where I'm From. He has also 
produced for the television shows Hip Hop Nation: Notes from The 
Underground and Extraordinary Cuisine. He has directed the plays 
Pastor's Little Problem and Clybourne Park and has exhibited his 
video art in galleries around the world. 
He is currently the curator of the Film Program at The Island House 
Cinema, Senior Programmer at The Island House Film Festival and 
the Co-Founder and Chairman of Best Ever Film, a production com-
pany where he is currently in development for his fourth feature 
film as director. 
Those from Shallow Waters (2016) Short Documentary 
Those from Shallow Waters" ... a collection of shorts about the 
modern inhabitants of The Bahamas (derived from the Spanish baja 
mar, meaning shallow seas) ... about born-and-bred Bahamians 
and those who have made The Bahamas their home. 
l's Man: Manhood in The Bahamas (2 013) Do cum en ta ry 
The film strives to be balanced and thorough; not to demonize men 
but to get at the truths of the male experience in a rapidly changing 
postcolonial society. Marital rape, homosexuality, machismo, 
crime, race, class, patriarchy, urbanization and media are all dis-
cussed in engaging interviews. 
Director: I an Gregory Strachan 
Womanish Ways, Freedom, Human Rights and Democracy: 
The Woman's Sufferage Movement in the Bahamas 1948-1962 
(2012) Documentary 
This film narrates the story of the Women's Suffrage Movement in 
The Bahamas, 1948 -1962.1t highlights the 5 leaders of the Move-
ment and the social obstacles they faced in obtaining the suffrage. 
Directors: Marion Bethel, Maria Govan 
Writer: Marion Bethel 
Rain (2008) Feature Film 
Determined to reconcile with the mother who abandoned her 
when she was just a toddler, a Bahamian adolescent boards a local 
mail boat and sets sail for Nassau in director Maria Govan's intimate 
family drama. Rain has lived a sheltered life on Ragged Island, but 
now the death of her grandmother has forced her to get out and 
explore the world on her own. 
Director: Maria Govan 
Writer: Maria Govan 
Children of God (201 0) Feature Film 
The story of two young Bahamian men who fall in love with each 
other and portrays the homophobia of the Bahamian society. 
Director: Kareem Mortimer (as Kareem J. Mortimer) 
Writer: Kareem Mortimer (as Kareem J. Mortimer) 
My Father's Land (2016) Documentary 
Papa Jah, a humble gardener, has lived in the Bahamas for 40 
years. He returns to Haiti to see his 1 03-year-old father and reunite 
with the land he left. 
Directors: Miquel Galofre, K. Tyler Johnston 
Writers: Miquel Galofre, K. Tyler Johnston (story) 
Every Child Counts: The Amazing Story of the little Abaco 
School that did (2014) Documentary 
The film traces the humble origins of the Bahamian school, named 
Every Child Counts (ECC), which began with just a handful of volun-
teers and concerned parents to its present-day status as a beacon of 
hope to the nation and a shining example of what a school for chil-
dren with special needs can be. The teachers, parents, students and 
volunteers share their stories of struggles and success. We see how 
the children have blossomed at the school and how they have be-
come ambassadors for changing attitudes in the community. 
Ryerson University, though the Bahamas Project developed by Soci-
ology Professor Jean Golden, has become an integral part of this 
story since 2011. The Every Child Counts documentary has been 
shown in Abaca and on the national Cable Bahamas to raise disabil-
ity, wareness in the country. The documentary has also been aired 
on TVO, Canada and shown in international film festivals. 
Producer Wendy Loten 
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MONDAY- 5 June 2017 
8:00AM 
Registration and Administrative Matters 
Inscription et questions administratives 
Registro y asuntos administrativos 
Enskripsyon ak administration 
A Sessions 8:00 AM - 9:45 AM 
A 1 Independence Ballroom A 
Caribbean Creative Imagination and Knowledge 
Production 
Chair: Rohan Jeremiah, University of Illinois: School of 
Public Health 
ArielleAiterwaite, Colombia University 
Enslaved Women and Medical Expertise in Saint Domingue 
Krim Lacey, Johns Hopkins University 
National Origins and Length ofTime on the Health of 
Caribbeans In and Out of Canada 
A2 Lucayan Room 
Gender, Queerness and Cultural Attitudes in the 
Caribbean 
Chair: Juliette Storr, Pennsylvania State University 
"So, You Think You is Woman Hey?" Gender Equality in the 
Bahamas 
Sachelle Ford, Duke University 
Towards Queer Self-Knowledge in the Works ofThomas Glave 
Lisa Delsol, Columbia University 
If It No Go So It Go Near So Sex Identity in A Brief History of 7 
Killings 
Charlene Roach, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
Culture and Performance: A Caribbean Public Service 
A3 Independence Ballroom C 
Caribbean Culture: Alternatives and Experiences of 
Cultural Management and Diffusion 
Chair: Yolanda Wood Pujols, University of Havana 
Caribbean culture, between tradition and souvenir. Challenges 
for legitimation 
Kirenia Rodriguez Puerto, University of Havana 
Hector Mendez Caratini and the photographic series" Ancestral 
Roots of the New World" 
Sindy Martinez Lemes, University of Havana 
Art of the Caribbean, circuits and institutional forms of 
circulation 
Camila Valdes Leon, University of Havana 
The book and Caribbean literature. Casa de las Americas 
editorial experience 
A4 Taino Room 
Calypso Music- Re-defining Caribbean Resistance 
Chair: Meagan Sylvester, The University of the West 
Indies, St. Augustine Campus 
"The Greatest Show on Earth": Locating Trinidadian identity in 
the soundscapes ofTrinidad's Calypso Music 
Nigel Campbell, Independent Scholar 
Resistance and Persistence: Panama Costa Rica and Harlem- A 
Calypso comparison 
David Hinds, Arizona State University 
Calypso Music- Re-defining Caribbean Resistance 
Francio Guadeloupe, The University of St . Martin 
Caribbean Arts as the Ongoing Dance with Death. 
AS Arawak Room A 
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Arelis Moore De Peralta, Clemson University, South 
Carolina 
Caribbean Cooperation: Creating Partnerships for Action 
Research and Community Engagement in the Dominican 
Republic 
Raymond Laureano-Ortiz, Centro de Estudios Avanza-
dos de Puerto Rico y el Caribe 
History of Sci-Tech Innovation in Puerto Rico's Development 
Policy 
Katsi Yari Rodriguez Velazquez, Brown University 
Raza, parentesco y lo negro como problema en el Caribe 
hispanico 
Yolanda Wood Pujols, Univerity of Havana 
Caribbean Culture: Alternatives and Experiences of cultural 
promotion 
C3 Arawak Room A 
Health and wellbeing of Guyanese Adolescents 
Chair: Sasha Drummond Lewis, University of Michigan-
Flint: The Weight Status and Weight Management Mismatch 
Leon Wilson, Alabama State University 
Health & Wellbeing of Guyanese Adolescents 
Colwick Wilson, Kettering Health Network 
Predictors of Suicide Ideation and Attempts in Guyana 
Deleise Wilson, Kettering College 
Nurses' perception of patient safety culture: A Caribbean per-
spective 
Brenda Gill, Alabama State University 




Children of God 
Kareem Mortimer 
LUNCH 12:45PM- 2-15PM 
AUTHOR CELEBRATION 
Lucayan Room 
D Sessions 2:15PM- 3:30PM 
D1 Independence Ballroom A 
Unifying the Scattered: Peace, Religion and 
Development? 
Chair: Dyanne Martin, Florida Atlantic University 
A Peace Accord between Past and Present? Danticat Revisits 
Hispaniola 
Lisa Lawlor, Sunny Buffalo 
Atlantic Intimacies through The Bahamas: Gulf Ports 1780-
1834 
Nixon Cleophat, Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Toward a Caribbean Eco-Religious Ethic of liberation 
Russell Benjamin, Northeastern Illinois University & 
Gregory Hall, University of Kentucky 
Paradoxes in Caribbean Development 
D2 Lucayan Room -----------------
Education for Economic Sustainability in the Caribbean 
(Roundtable) 
Chair: Carole Boyce-Davies, Cornell University 
Linda Spears-Bunton, Florida International University 
Carolyn Reid-Brown, Florida International University 
Marsha Jean-Charles, Cornell University 
D3 Independence Ballroom C 
Bridging the Gap: Education in the 21st Century 
Chair: Miguel Goede, University of Curacao 
Education in a World where there are not enough Jobs 
Diane Hoffman, University of Virginia 
Giving Them Hope: Education, Youth, and Development in 
Haiti 
31 
Daina Nathaniel, Queens University of Charlotte 
Digital Natives in the Old-Time Classroom 
Christopher Davis, Florida International University 
20th Century Eugenics and the British Caribbean Academic 
Community 
D4 Independence Ballroom C 
Caribbean Youth and Development in the Caribbean 
Chair: Karen Flynn, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign 
Guerdiana Thelomar & Sashae Mitchell, University of 
Pennsylvania 
No Place Like Home: Migration Experiences of Caribbean Youth 
Camille Alexander, Unviersity of Kent/William Paterson 
University 
The Burden of Insouciance in Jean Rhys' Voyage in the Dark 
Sashae Mitchell , University of Pennsylvania 
No Place Like Home: Migration Experiences of Caribbean Youth 
Wesley Crishlow, University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology 
Weaponization, Demonization, Hypercriminalization & 
Mass-Incarceration: Racialized Youth and Prisonization at the 
Sesquicentennial 
Arawak Room A 
Juxtaposing influences history, culture and music on 
Caribbean Peoples 
Chair: Jessica Baker, University of Chicago 
Small Island Sounds: Music and Intra-archipelagic Relations 
Allison Ramsay, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
Negotiations of Identity: Barbados' Bashment Soca 
R. Scott Smith, Utica College 
Historical and psychological influences on modern 
Guadeloupean economy 
Njelle Hamilton, University of Virginia 
Jah Live!: Messianic Memory in Marion James' A History of 
Seven Killings 
D6 Arawak Room B 
Between the Caribbean and the Middle East: Texts, 
Icons and Immigrants 
Chair: Eman Morsi, Darthmouth College 
Jeffrey James Byrne, University of British Columbia 
Nkrumah promised mountains and marvels": Frantz Fa non 
and the Battle for Africa in 1960 
Eman Morsi, Dartmouth College 
Che in Arabic: Cuban Political Icons in the Age of Solidarity 
Louis Romer, Vassar College 
The Otherwise Universal: On Translating Kahlil Gibran into 
Papiamentu 
Gina Vilmazarla , Youngstown State University 
Reversed modernity: The literature of the Colombian 
Caribbean region 
E Sessions 3:45PM- 5:00PM 
El Arawak Room A 
The Plantation economy of sex tourism 
Chair: Joan Phillips & Duane Edwards, University of the 
West Indies 
Race, Sex and Tourism: Liminal Encounters in a Peripheral 
Economy 
Duane Edwards, University ofthe West Indies 
Sex tourism: a new plantation economy? 
Melissa Bess, UWI Cave Hill 
A qualitative study of the conceptualisation and involvement 
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E2 Lucayan Room _______ ____J 
Neoliberalism and the Future of Democracy in the 
Caribbean 
Chair: Linden Lewis, Bucknell University 
Cynthia Barrow-Giles, UWI, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados 
Neo liberalism and the future of democracy in the Caribbean 
Anton Allahar, Western Ontario University 
The myth of Caribbean Democracy in the neo-liberal age. 
Dave Ramsaran, Susquehanna University 
Neoliberalism and Trade Unionism in the Caribbean 
Russell Benjamin, Northeastern Illinois University 
American Vulture Capitalism in Puerto Rico. 
E3 Arawak Room B 
Social perceptions of the Haitian diaspora in the 
Caribbean and the US 
Chair: CedricAudebert, French National Center for Sci-
entific Research (CNRS) 
CedricAudebert, French National Center for Scientific 
Research (CNRS) 
The geodynamics of Haitian migration in the Caribbean 
Lucien Georges Eddy, Universite d'Etat d'Ha'iti 
The State's and public opinion's perception of Haitian mi-
grants in the Dominican Republic and Cuba 
Louis Alvares, Universite d'Etat d'Ha'lti 
Contradictory images of Real Estate Investors and Haitian resi-
dents in Little Haiti 
E4 Taino Room 
Stress, forgiveness, and mental health among Black 
men {Roundtable} 
David Cort, University of Massachusetts Amherst 
Colwick Wilson, Kettering Health Network 
Susanne Montgomery, lorna Linda University 
Carlos Casiano, lorna Linda University 
Loren Toussaint, luther College 
Horatius Gittens, Whitworth University 




*Sponsored and organized by the Bahamas 
Ministry ofT ourism 
Welcome Addresses 
Performances by: The Royal Bahamas Police Force Band 
Keynote Speaker: The Honorable Michael C. Pintard 
Minister of Youth, Sports & Culture 



















AudreyWinnpenny, University of Pennsylvania 
Buscando Ia vuelta: Citizen interventionin local trafficking 
skirmishes 
H6 Lucayan Room 
Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Education and Unions in 
the Caribbean Today 
Chair: Hakim Williams, Gettysburg College 
Guido Rojer, Jr., University of Cu ra~ao 
New waves in Education: Generation Y, Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship 
Hakim Williams, Gettysburg College 
Decolonizing Pedagogy of Entrepreneurship: Rewiring the 
Caribbean Brain 
Ufot lnamete, Florida A&M University 
Innovation at the Borders: Florida & the Americas 
Dave Ramsaran, Susquehanna University 
Neoliberalism and Trade Unionism in the Caribbean 
H7 Arawak Room B 
The Politics behind Tourism and Festivities 
Chair: Dwaine Plaza, Oregon State University 
Dwaine Plaza & Lauren Plaza, Oregon State University 
Caribana Boat Cruise: A Journey into Nostalgia and Transna-
tionalism 
Leah Reade Rosenberg, University of Florida 
The "Development" ofT ourism in Michelle Cliff's Oeuvre 
LUNCH 12:4SPM- 2-1 SPM 
Association of Caribbean Women Writers and 
Scholars Fundraising Luncheon 
I Sessions 2:1 SPM- 3:30PM 
11 ArawakA 
Notions of Beauty and Sexuality in Black Communities 
in the Caribbean 
Chair: Kadine Ferguson, University of the West Indies, 
Mona 
Kadine Ferguson, University of the West Indies, Mona 
The Subtle Sexual Politics of Beauty: A Look at Black Women in 
Jamaica 
Michael Barnett, The University ofthe West Indies, 
Mona 
The Politics of Black Hair 
12 Independence B 
Marginal Epistemology: Race, Sexuality, and 
Nationality in Development 
Chair: Hanna Garth, University of California San Diego 
Leniqueca Welcome, University of Pennsylvania 
Performing Development and the Potential of an Otherwise 
David Chavannes, University of Pennsylvania 
Sexual Rights and Political Subjectivity in Jamaica 
Leo Wilton, Binghamton University 
Queer Sexualities, HIV, and Human Rights in the African 
Diaspora 
J. BrentCrosson, University ofTexas-Austin 
Altered Assemblages: Queering Metaphors of Mixture in the 
Caribbean 
Orlando Harris, University of California, San Francisco 
What are the Sexual and Mental Health Needs of Anglo-
Caribbean MSM 
Hanna Garth, University of California San Diego 














































13 Independence Ballroom C 
Building Nation: Institutional Practices in the Dutch 
Caribbean 
Chair: Geneve Phil ips-Durham, The University of the 
West Indies, St. Augustine 
Stacey Mac Donald, Leiden University 
Conservation of the Natural Environment and Cultural Heritage 
of Bonaire, St. Eustatius and Saba 
Sanne Rotmeijer, Leiden University 
Restricted Media Landscapes of Cura~ao and St. Maarten 
Geneve Phil ips-Durham, The University of the West 
Indies, St. Augustine 
Approaches to Governance in St. Maarten, Cura~ao, and 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Okama Ekpe Brook, Africa Caribbean Heritage Alliance 
The Institution of Governance and Public Administration per-
spectives in the Dutch Caribbean 
14 Independence Ballroom A 
Migration, Debrouillardism, & Pluralism in Martinique 
and Guadeloupe 
Chair: Mahadevi Ramakrishnan, Colgate University 
Mahadevi Ramakrishnan, Colgate University 
Immigration patterns in the development of Guadeloupe's 
economy 
Sabrina Callender-Ciewett, Colgate University 
Debrouillardism: Martinique's Past, Present, and Future 
Seth Grim, Colgate University 
Cultural Practices of Blended Societies 





Alfred Sears (book launch) 
16 Arawak Room B 
AUTHOR CELEBRATION 
Presenter: Leah Rosenberg 
Author: Raphael Dalleo 
Presenter: Heather Russell 
Author: Glyne Griffith 
Presenter: Antoinette Seymour 
Author: Juliette Storr 
J Sessions 3:45PM- S:OOPM 
J1 Arawak Room A 
Prophetic Writings in the Wider Caribbean 
Chair: Thomas Addington, Howard University 
Barbara Paul-Emile, Bentley University 
Caribbean Shamanic Poetic Voice: Walking the Mythic Gates 
Rhonda Frederick, Boston College 
'"Evidence ofThings Not Seen': Theorizing T. Buckell's 'Spurn 
Babylon'" 
Thomas Addington, Howard University 
The Bridge ofthe Hurricane in Contemporary circum-
Caribbean Poetry 
J2 Arawak Room B 
Role of Self-Directed Healing in Social Resiliency in the 
Caribbean (Workshop) 
Vetha Center studies how self-maintenance depends on how 
our biological systems work together. These systems are con-
stantly influenced by how we respond to experiences, includ-
ing trauma. 
Carlo Monsanto, Vetha Center, New Jersey 
Shan Lakshmanan, Vetha Center, New Jersey 
Stanley North, Vetha Center, New Jersey 
Nicola Amadora, Vetha Center, New Jersey 
39 
J4 Independence Ballroom A 
Absent Presence: Silenced Histories in Caribbean 
Writing and Art 
Chair: Elena Machado Saez, Bucknell University 
Jocelyn Stitt, University of Michigan 
"Raw Materials? Absence and Caribbean Knowledge" 
Sobeira Latorre, Southern Connecticut State 
Blackness, Tafnos, and Historical Recovery in Dominican 
Literature in the US" 
Elena Machado, Bucknell University 
"Blackout on Broadway: The Cross-over Aesthetics of In the 
Heights and Hamilton" 
JS Taino Room 
Caribbean Culture in the Diaspora: Launching the Akua 
Public Lecture Series 
Chair: CariJames, York University 
Akua Benjamin, Professor Ryerson University; Maxine 
Wood, York University; CariJames, York University 
The Akua Public Lecture: Feature Film of Six Black Activists 
Wesley Crichlow, University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology 
#BiacklivesMatter Movement: Canadian Protest 
J6 Lucayan Room 
----------------~ 
Reimagining Caribbean Identities: Race, Religion, 
Migration & Language 
Chair: Keisha Wiel, Temple University 
Keisha Wiel, Temple University 
Discourses of Language use in a facebook setting: A look at 
papiamentu 
Omar Ramadan Santiago, CUNY Graduate Center 
Being the "Third Race": Rastafari & Racial Imagination in 
Puerto Rico 
Rachel Cantave, American University 
Religious Affiliations and Identity Creation 
Amaris del Carmen Guzman, Louisiana State University 
Forced Migration and Permanent Settlement North onto U.S. 
Soil 
Michael Barnett, University ofThe West Indies, Mona 
Examining the Case for Internal Reparations for Caribbean 
Rastafari 
J7 Independence Ballroom A 
Geopolitics, Policy and Caribbean Governance 
Implications 
Chair: Tyrone Hall, York University 
Power, Politics and the Emancipatory Potential of 1.5 to Stay 
Alive at COP 21 
Ivan Roksandic, University of Winnipeg 
Early Connections Between the Greater Antilles and Central 
America 
Nicole Warmington-Granston, Governors State 
University 
American Presidents and the Caribbean: Insights into the Post 
9/11 Era 
Evening Session 7:30PM 
Derek Walcott's Caribbean 
*Sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Univer-
sity of The Bahamas 
Keynote Address: 
Edward Baugh 
Professor Emeritus of English 
University of the West Indies, Jamaica 
Performing Arts Center, The University of The Bahamas 
*Buses depart at 7:15pm, Melia Hotel Lobby 
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WEDNESDAY- 7 June 2017 
8:00AM 
Registration and Administrative Matters 
Inscription et questions administratives 
Registro y asuntos administrativos 
Enskripsyon ak administration 
Graduate Student Breakfast 
*Meet in the Conference Lobby Area 
KSessions 8:30AM - 9:45AM 
Kl Independence Ballroom A 
Caribbean Sexuality- Global Assemblages and the 
Actuality of Belonging 
Chair: Nicole Charles, University ofT oronto 
Cornel Grey, University of Toronto 
Ship's Log after Claudia Jones 
Nikoli Attai, University ofT oronto 
Too Black, Too Poor, Too Rural: The Limits of Liberation in 
Caribbean Human Rights Organizing 
Lauren Shoemaker, Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Trans Identity and Caretaking Work in Two Caribbean Novels 
K2 Independence Ballroom C 
Border Transgression, Global Spaces and Alternative 
Subjectivities in the Caribbean 
Chair: Carole Boyce-Davies, Cornell University 
Giselle Anatol, University of Kansas 
Blurring the borders of the human: Hybridized Bodies in 
Literature and Folklore 
Myriam Moise, Universite des Antilles, Pole Martinique 
Alternative Spaces and Staggering Borders in Diasporic 
Women's Literature 
Delia Blanco, Presidente De L'Association Des Ecrivains 
De La Cara"lbe 
La Frontiere Ha"lti Republique Dominicaine, Dans La Litterature 
K3 Arawak Room A 
Constitutional Reform in the Contemporary Caribbean 
Chair: Wendy Grenade! University of the West Indies, Cave 
Hill 
Wendy Grenade, University oft he West Indies, Cave Hill 
Constitutional Reform and Governance: The Grenada Case 
David Hinds, Arizona State University 
The Calypso as Advocate of Caribbean Integration 
Geneve Phil ips-Durham, The University of the West 
Indies, St. Augustine 
Ideational diffusion and norm formation through a governance 
paradigm 
Carlyle Corbin, Council of Presidents United Nations 
General Assembly 
Contemporary Colonialism and the Challenge to Caribbean 
Integration 
K4 Arawak Room B 
Caribbean in/securities and the creative imagination 
Chair: Patricia Noxolo, University of Birmingham 
Patricia Noxolo, University of Birmingham 
Caribbean in/securities and the creative imagination 
Kevon Rhiney, Rutgers University 
Livelihood insecurities of Caribbean Farmers to Global Change 
Ronald Cummings, Brock University 
Maroon In/securities 
RivkeJaffe, University of Amsterdam 
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M2 Independence Ballroom C 
-----~ 
Challenging Hegemonic Paradigms: Art, Space and Cul-
ture across borders. 
Chair: Margaret Masson Shrimpton, Universidad 
Aut6noma de Yucatan 
Dreaming of islands: espacios naturales y meta-narrativas del 
Caribe. 
Samuel Joualt, Turistificaci6n de espacios naturales y 
rurales en el Caribe mexicano/ centroamericano 
Kenia Dorta, Resignificando los paradigmas de Ia 
naci6n: el caso de Ia Virgen de Ia Caridad del Cobre 
Nadia Celis, Cr6nica de una no via devuelta : Amory 
poder en Garda Marquez 
Chrissy Arce, The Irreverent Eye: The Aesthetics of Rup-
ture in the Experimental Film of Nicolas Guillen Landrian in 
Cuba and Miami 
M3 Arawak Room A 
Borders, Work, and Deportation: The Haitian Diaspora 
in 3 Continents 
Chair: Terry-Ann Jones, Fairfield University 
Restrictive U.S. Immigration and Refugee Policy and 
Discrimination 
Karen Flynn, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Confronting Negative Stereotypes of African American 
Masculinity in South Korea 
Rachel Cantave, American University 
The Journey of Haitian migrants from Brazil through 10 
countries in South and Central America 
Eliezer Marcellus, Rutgers University, The State 
University of New Jersey 
The Deportation of Haitian Nationals from the U.S. 
Mauricia John, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania 
Transnationalism Among Cuban and Haitian Migrants in the 
u.s. 
M3 Arawak Room B 
Caribbean Intellectual and Sociopolitical Movements 
Chair: Matthew Pettway, College of Charleston 
Diego Ubiera, Fitchburg State University 
1965: The Dominican Left in Caribbean Perspective 
Matthew Pettway, College of Charleston 
Black Cuban Literati in the Age of Conspiracy: The Unholy Alli-
ance of Manzano and Placido 
Vaijayanti Otari Mohite, Patil College, India 
Prospero-Caliban Relationship in de Lisser's The Arawak Girl 
Adlai Murdoch, Tufts University 
New Times: Francophone Postcolonial Identity in Today's 
Caribbean 
MS Lucayan Room 
-----------------
Shift the Culture 
An interactive pitch session with local incubator group/ 
community to support entrepreneur projects. 
M6 Taino Room 
FILM SCREENING 
My Father's Land 
LUNCH 12:4SPM- 2-1SPM 
CANPA and CSA Partnership 
Arawak Room A 
N Sessions 2:1 SPM- 3:30PM 
N1 Independence Ballroom A 
Between Coloniality and Decoloniality: Hegemony, 
Development and Agency in the Caribbean Space 
Chair: Tyehimba Salandy, University of the West Indies, 
St, Augustine 
45 
Keisha Samlal, University of the West Indies, St . 
Augustine 
Religion and Feminism in the Caribbean 
Tyehimba Salandy, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
Hegemonic Development, Coloniality and the Triality of 
Euro-American Modernity: Towards a Decolonial Future 
Godfrey St. Bernard, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
The Underdevelopment of Development and the Development 
of Underdevelopment- The Failure of the Independence 
Movement 
N2 Independence C 
The troubles and limits of nationalism' in Bahamian 
Writing Today 
Chair: Rita Keresztesi, University of Oklahoma 
Rita Keresztesi, University of Oklahoma 
An Angry Paradise: contemporary writing in the Bahamas 
Ileana Sanz, Independent Scholar, UNEAC, Cuba 
Coming of Age in the Bahamas: Bahamian writers in the 
twenty first century 
Margaret Shrimpton Masson, Universidad Aut6noma de 
Yucatan 
Beyond the nation: trans-national debates in contemporary 
Bahamian writing 
lanG. Strachan, University ofThe Bahamas, Nassau 
Marion Bethel, Bahamian Author and Filmmaker 
Asha Rahming 
Lynn Sweeting 
N3 Arawak Room A 
The Politics of Development and Challenges in 
Participatory Public Policy Making 
Chair: Okama Ekpe Brook 
Cristal Beddeau, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
The Development of Public Organizations and Other Impacts of 
Political Leadership on State Enterprises 
Roxanne Myers, University of the West Indies, St . 
Augustine 
Beyond Consultations: Exploring the Prevalence of Citizen 
Participation in public Policies and Projects in Guyana 
Georgina Chami, University of the West Indies, St . 
Augustine 
Peacebuilding and Development 
Kim Williams-Pulfer, Indiana University Lilly Family 
School of Philanthropy 
Narratives of Civil Society: A Case of Excellence and Challenge 
N4 Arawak Room B 
Performing gender, sexuality, and race in Haitian Rara 
and Gaga 
Chair: Elena Guzman, Cornell University 
Elena Guzman, Cornell University 
The women give heat: Gender, Rara, and Border Crossings 
Jana Braziel, Miami University, Ohio 
"0 Bazilo! Rara from Kafoufe to the USA" 
Elizabeth McAlister, Wesleyan University 
Soundings and sightings of Haitian Rara politics since the start 
ofthe 21st Century 
Rafael Gomez, University at Albany 
Gaga performances and the quest for the Afro-imaginary in 
the Dominican Republic 
NS Taino Room 
FILM SCREENING 
Every Child Counts Documentary Film 
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01 Arawak Room A 
Understanding Caribbean Sub-Cultures through 
Economic Lenses 
Chair: Claremont Kirton & Godfrey St. Bernard, 
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine 
Treshauna Turner, University of the West Indies, Mona 
Tourism & Long run economic growth: experience of the Ja-
maican economy 1990-2016 
Mikol A. Mortley, University of the West Indies, Mona 
A Crime of Opportunity: An Economic Analysis of the Jamaican 
Lottery Scam 
Preeya Mohan, University of the West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
Nascent Entrepreneurs in Caribbean Small Island Developing 
States: Opportunity versus Necessity 
02 Arawak Room B 
The World and the Caribbean 
Chair: Denis Rey, University of Tampa 
SheleneGomes, University ofthe West Indies, St . 
Augustine 
Global networks and socio-cultural change: Jamaica Safar of 
Ethiopia 
Denis Rey, University ofTampa 
Artists as Engines of Economic Development in the Caribbean 
Matthew Davidson, University of Miami 
"Ever-ready to look after [U.S] . interests": The Red Cross in 
Haiti 
Hanna Garth, University of California San Diego 
Luchando La Vida: "Development" and Entitlement Programs 
in Cuba 
03 Independence Ballroom B _____ .....J 
FILM SCREENING 
Womanish Way 
04 Taino Room 
From Cuba to the World 
Neris Rodriguez Matos, Universidad de Oriente 
Fidel Castro y el proceso de lntegracion en America Latina y 
elo Caribe 
Emilio Jorge Rodriguez, Universidad de La Habana 
Enrique Camejo Argudin y Ia diplomacia cubana en Haiti en los 
1940s 
Evening Session 7:30PM 
CSA Culture Night: Feature Event 
*Sponsored by the Bahamas Arts Foundation 
Honorable Member 
A new play by Bahamian Playwright 
/an Gregory Strachan 
Dundas Performing Arts Center, Village Road 
*Buses depart at 7:00PM, Melia Conference Lobby 
























THURSDAY- 8 June 2017 
8:00AM 
Secretariat Office Opens and Administrative 
Matters 
Inscription et questions Administratives 
Registro y asuntos administrativos 
Enskripsyon ak administration 
P Sessions 8:30AM - 9:45AM 
P1 Arawak Room A 
The Digital Era and Bridging the Gap for the Future 
Knowledge Economy (Workshop) 
Chair: Dwight Elliott, Hillsborough Community College 
Dwight Elliot, Hillsborough Community College 
Roxanne Valies, Baptist Health Hospital 
Karina Arzumanova, Palm Beach State College 
Roxana Tota, Miami Dade College 
Peta-Gay Kirby, Campion College 
P2 Independence A 
Caribbean Intellectual and Sociopolitical Movements 
and Development Policy 
Chair: Maurice St. Pierre, Morgan State University 
Maurice St. Pierre, Morgan State University 
The West Indies Cricketer as Intellectual 
Amelia Moore, University of Rhode Island 
Bleeding Blue: The Making and Unmaking of a Bahamian 
Mega Resort 
Lauren Eldridge, Spelman College 
The Gift of Music: Negotiating Voluntourist Music Camps in 
Haiti 
Zhannah Voukitchevitch, University of Ottawa 
Caribbean Opportunity in the Arctic 
P3 Independence C 
Caribbean Crossroads: Multiple Sources of Self 
Chair: Jean Lee, University of Illinois at Urbana Campus 
Jean Lee, University of Illinois at Urbana Campus 
Indo-Caribbean Artists and the Crisis of Multiculturalism 
MalaJokhan, University ofthe West Indies, St. 
Augustine 
Understanding Serial Migration as a Childhood Experience 
Avekadavie Parasramsingh Mano, University of the 
West Indies, St. Augustine 
Belize's Sex Industry: Exploring the Effects of Culture and Mi-
gration 
MarkyJean Pierre, Tulane University 
Toward a common Caribbean language framework in the Car-
ibbean region 
P4 Arawak Room B 
CSA Early Career Professional Development Session 
Opportunities for Research and Publishing 
Virginia Balance, Editor, International Journal of Baha-
mian Studies 
Kim Outten-Stubbs, Deputy Director, Antiquities, Mon-
uments & Museums Corporation of the Bahamas 
Christopher Curry, Chair, School of Social Science, Uni-
versity ofThe Bahamas 
Q Session 1 O:OOAM - 11 :1 SAM Inaugural 
President's Forum 
Conference Themed Plenary Session 4 







Independence Ballroom B 
--------
Presiding: lvelaw Lloyd Griffith, CSA Past President 
2001-2002 
Vice Chancellor, University of Guyana 
Speakers: 
Ben Garner, University of Portsmouth 
Leonard O'Garro, University of The West Indies, 
Cave Hill 
Arelis Moore de Peralta, Clemson University 
Natalie Willis, National Art Gallery of the Bahamas 
11 :1SAM -11 :30AM 
Morning Break/Pause Cafe/Receso Matutino/Poz Cafe 
R Session 11 :30AM - 1 :OOPM 
R1 Independence Ballroom B 
CSA Membership Meeting/Asamblea de miembros de Ia 
AEC/AEC assemblee generale 
LUNCH 1:OOPM- 2-1 SPM 
Working Group Meetings/Reuniones de los Grupos de 
trabajo/Reunions des groups de travail 
S Sessions 2:1 SPM- 3:45PM 
S1 Arawak Room A 
Shifting Knowledges: Rewriting the Tourist Experience 
in Hispaniola 
Chair: Zaida Corniel, Stony Brook University 
Zaida Corniel, Stony Brook University 
De Bohfo, Grrrringo y Sonambulos: intervenci6n en espacios 
turfsticos 
Christopher McGrath, Hope College 
The Dominican Republic as [Post]Colony in Los d61ares de 
arena 
Pauline Remy, Hope College 
L'ambigUite du regard dans Vers le Sud de Dany Laferriere 
S2 Lucayan Room 
Queering Religion in the Caribbean and Beyond 
Chair: Alexander Rocklin, Willamette University 
Alexander Rocklin, Willamette University 
The Queer Case of King Solomon, Tiger Mahatma of New York 
BrentJCrosson, University ofTexas, Austin 
Alta red Assemblages: Queering Metaphors of Mixture in the 
Caribbean 
Keith McNeal, University of Houston 
Sexuality and Spirituality in Afro-Brazilian Religions 
Martin Tsang, University of Miami 
Sexuality and Spirituality in Afro-Cuban Religions 
Alejandro Stephano Escalante, The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Toward A Trans* Atlantic: Intersexuality and Afro-Caribbean 
Religiosity 
S3 Independence C 
-------~ 
Rethinking the Intellectual Culture of Capitalist 
Development and the Caribbean 
Chair: Hillbourne Watson, Bucknell University 
Hillbourne Watson, Bucknell University 
Capitalist Development and Globalization in the Caribbean 
Dorith Grant-Wisdom, University of Maryland 
"Interrogating the Doctrine of Development: Whither the 
Caribbean?" 
S3 Arawak Room B 
Creative Process and Caribbean Environments 
Chair: Michael Reyes, Queen's University 
Michael Reyes, Queen's University 
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Charlotte Henay, York University, Toronto 
All of My Peoples' Bones Are Here 
Tamika Galanis, Duke University 
Hacking the Narrative 
Rosamond S. King, Brooklyn College, City University of 
New York 
Pushing Boundaries: Creativity within and Beyond the Archive 
W3 Independence Ballroom B 
Liberal Globalization, Migration and Reconfiguration of 
Territories 
Chair: Carole Boyce-Davies, Cornell University 
Fred Reno, Universite des Antilles, Pole Guadeloupe 
La deeterritorialisation de Ia Cara·lbe: Ia frontiere de l'identite 
Jean-Yves Lacascade, Collectivite de Guyane 
Cross border Cooperation in the Guyana Shield-the 
Contribution of the European 
Julien Merion, CAGI/LC2S 
Union to the Strengthening of Regional Development in the 
Guianas. 
Delia Blanco, Autonomous University of Santo Domingo 
Vice President L'Association des Ecrivians De La Cara"lbe 
La Frontiere Haiti, Republique Dominicaine, Dans La Littera-
ture 
W4 Arawak Room B 
Journalism in a Small Place: Making Caribbean News 
Relevant 
Juliette Storr, Pennsylvania State University 
Journalism in a Small Place: Making Caribbean News Relevant 
Glyne Griffith, University at Albany, State University of 
:;) NewYork 
V\ The BBC and the Development of Anglophone Caribbean 
Z Literature 
0 -
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WS Taino Room -------------------
Creative Imagination and Social Change 
Chair: Maurita Poole, Clark Atlanta University 
Tracing the Transnational in African American Visual Art 
Andrea Shaw Nevins, Nova Southeastern University 
Seeing Strange Things: Fantastical Visual Portrayals of the 
Caribbean 
Melanie White, UT -Austin 
Culture=Autonomy, Autonomy=Revolution: Creole Diaspora 
Praxis in Nl 
W6 Independence Ballroom C 
----------
Enpak feyton nan sosyete Ayisyen an 
Chair: Louiceus Ozias 
Louiceus Ozias, Enstiti Travay Sosyal ak Syans Sosyal 
Francillon Jean Enock, Enstiti Travail sosyal ak syans 
Sosyal (ETS) 
Biglo Bernadin, Enstiti Travail sosyal ak syans Sosyal 
(ETS) 
Coris Ronald, Archipel University 
LUNCH 1:OOPM- 2-1 SPM 
57 
X Sessions 2:1 SPM- 3:45PM 
Xl Taino Room 
BAHAMIAN SHORT FILMS 
Screening & Panel Discussion 
Those from Shallow Waters (2016) Short Documentary 
Those from Shallow Waters" ... a collection of shorts about the 
modern inhabitants ofThe Bahamas (derived from the Spanish 
baja mar, meaning shallow seas) ... about born-and-bred 
Bahamians and those who have made The Bahamas their 
home. 
Evening Session 7:30PM 
Independence Ballroom 
--------
CSA Night Awards & Banquet (ticketed event) 
Annual CSA Banquet and Awards Ceremony 
Performance by The Tingum Dem Band 

































CSA OFFICERS 2016-2017 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
President: Keithley Woolward 
Vice President: Yo Ia nda Wood 
Immediate Past CSA President: Carole Boyce-Davies 
Program Co-Chair: Okama Ekpe Brook 
Program Co-Chair: Guido Rojer, Jr. 
Secretariat: Mala Jokhan 
Treasurer: Dwaine Plaza 
COUNCIL MEMBERS 
Michael Barnett 




Editor, Newsletter: Meagan Sylvester 
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Working Groups & Affiliated Organisations 
 
 
CSA Affiliated Organizations 
Association of Caribbean Women Writers and Scholars (ACWWS) 
Haitian Studies Association (HSA) 
These groups are affiliated with the Caribbean Studies Association and they host gatherings and meetings during the CSA Annual Conference. To be-
come an affiliated group, please send a proposal to the CSA President for review with the CSA Executive Council. 
CSA Working Groups 
Please review the CSA Constitution Article VIII (on the CSA Website), for the definition and regulations of CSA working groups. If you would like to start 
a working group, please be sure to follow guidelines as outlined in the CSA constitution. 
CURRENT WORKING GROUPS 
Environment and Sustainability Working Group 
Coordinator: Nicholas Watts nsjwatts@gmail.com 
Demiption:The current context for the Environment and Sustainability (E&S) Working Group is given by the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals, the Paris Agreement and the S.A.M.O.A. Pathway, with the emphasis on SIDS. The E&S Working Group is open to the full range of 
disciplines engaged in building capacity for implementation of the SDGs, the Paris Agreement and the S.A.M.O.A. Pathway, contributing to capac-
ity-building. In particular, the involvement of arts and culture (e.g. nature and ecology in literature and arts of the Caribbean; engagement of 
museums) as well as social and natural sciences is encouraged. 
The objectives of the E&S Working Group are as follows: to develop an E&S policy context for CSA and strengthen relations with local, regional and 
national governance and social movements/NGOs; strengthen youth engagement with the Working Group; build South-South links between 
higher education institutions supporting the SDGs in SIDS; To develop partnerships with relevant regional and global policy bodies. 
Sexualities Working Group 
Coordinator: Krystal Ghisyawan krystal.ghisyawan@gmail.com 
Group Listserv: caribbean-sexualities-csa@googlegroups.com 
Description: The Sexualities Working Group was approved at the CSA 2011 conference business meeting in Barbados and started 
officially at the 2012 conference. This group comprises a network for scholars- established and emerging- whose research focuses on sexuali-
ties, broadly defined. The working group was proposed and started by CSA members: Natalie Bennett, Jafari Sinclaire Allen, Angelique V. Nixon, 
and Rosamond S. King. The goals fort his Working Group include: building a community of scholars within CSA around a topic of study that has 
long been marginalized and silenced; fostering connections between our academic activities and the broader activist and social movements to 
which we are allied; creating a supportive space where people feel their work is respected and encouraged. The long-term goal of such an en-
deavor is to further institutionalize the study of sexualities within Caribbean Studies, to solidify the links between academic scholars and activists/ 
social movements, as well as help to transform the field of Caribbean Studies altogether. 
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Past Presidents 
1975 -1976: Roland I. Perusse 
1976-1977: Basil A.lnce, Trinidad and Tobago 
1977 -1978: John Figueroa, Jamaica 
1978-1979: Angel Calderon Cruz, Puerto Rico 
1979-1980: Wendell Bell, United States 
1980 -1981: Vaughan A. Lewis, St. Lucia 
1981 -1982: Ransford Palmer, Jamaica 
1982-1983: AnthonyP.Maingot, Trinidad and Tobago 
1983-1984: Simon Jones Hendrickson, St. Kitts and Nevis 
1984-1985: FuatM.Andic, Turkey 
1985: Vera Rubin, United States 
1985 -1986: Compton Bourne, Guyana 
1986-1987: Alma H. Young, United States 
1987 -1988: Andres Serbin, Argentina 
1988 -1989: J. Eddie Green, Guyana 
1989-1990: Selwyn Ryan, Trinidad and Tobago 
1990 -1991: Jorge Heine, Chile 
1991 -1992: Robert Millette, Grenada 
1992-1993: Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner, Trinidad and Tobago 
1993 -1994: Hilbourne A. Watson, Barbados 
1994-1995: Rita Giacalone, Argentina 
1995 -1996: Laverne Ragster, St. Thomas 
1996-1997: Locksley Edmondson, Jamaica 
1997-1998: A. Lynn Bolles, United States 
1998-1999: GilbertoArroyo, Puerto Rico 
1999 -2000: Neville Duncan, Jamaica 
2000-2001: Cora Christian, U.S. Virgin Islands 
2001 -2002: lvelaw Griffith, Guyana 
2002-2003: Jean Stubbs, United Kingdom 
2003-2004: Frank Mills, U.S. Virgin Islands 
2004-2005: Emilio Pantojas-Garcla, Puerto Rico 
2005-2006: Pedro Noguera, United States 
2006-2007: Percy Hintzen, Guyuana 
2007-2008: Anton Allahar, Trinidad and Tobago 
2008-2009: Patricia Mohammed, Trinidad and Tobago 
2009-2010: Linden Lewis, Guyana 
2010 -2011: Holger Henke, Germany 
2011-2012: CarolleCharles, Haiti 
2012-2013: Godfrey St. Bernard, Trinidad and Tobago 
2013 -2014: Dwaine Plaza, United States 
2014-2015: Jan DeCosmo, United States 
2016-2017: Carole Boyce-Davies, United States 
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PAST CONFERENCES 
1975: SanJuan,PuertoRico -1st(Jan8-11) 
1976: Castries, St. Lucia -2nd (Jan 7-9) 
1977: Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago {Jan 11-13) 
1978: Santiago, Republica Dominicana -3rd (Jan 11-13) 
1979: Fort-de-France, Martinique- 4th (May 28-30) 
1980: Cura~ao, Netherland Antilles- 5th (May 7-1 0) 
1981: St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands- 6th (May 27-30) 
1982: Kingston, Jamaica -7th (May 25-29} 
1983: Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana- 8th (May 25-28) 
1984: Basse Terre, St. Kitts and Nevis- 9th (May 30-June 2) 
1985: San Juan, Puerto Rico -lOth (May 29-June1) 
1986: Caracas, Venezuela -11th (May28-31) 
1987: Belize City, Belize -12th (May 27-29) 
1988: Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadaloupe -13th (May25-28) 
1989: Dover, Barbados -14th (May 23-26) 
1990: Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago -15th (May 22-26) 
1991: La Habana, Cuba -16th (May 21-24) 
1992: St. George's, Grenada - 17th (May 26-29) 
1993: Kingston and Ocho Rios, Jamaica -18th (May 24-29) 
1994: Merida, Mexico -19th (May 23-27) 
1995: Cura~ao, Netherland Antilles- 20th (May 23-27) 
1996: San Juan, Puerto Rico- 21st (May 27-31) 
1997: Barranquilla, Colombia- 22nd (May 26-30) 
1998: St. John's, Antigua- 23rd (May 26-30) 
1999: Panama City, Panama- 24th (May 24-29) 
2000: Castries, St. Lucia- 25th (May 28 -June 2) 
2001: St. Maarten/St. Martin- 26th (May 29 -June 3) 
2002: Nassau, Bahamas-27th (May27-June 1) 
2003: Belize City, Belize- 28th (May 26-31} 
2004: Basseterre, St. Kitts- 29th (May 31 -June 5) 
2005: Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic -30th (May 30 -June 4) 
2006: Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago-31st (May 29 -June 2) 
2007: Salvador de Bahia, Brazil -32nd (May 28- June 1) 
2008: San Andres Isla, Colombia- 33rd (May 26 -May 30) 
2009: Kingston, Jamaica -34th (June 1-5) 
2010: St. Peter, Barbados -35th (May 24-28) 
2011: Curacao- 36th (May 30- June 3) 
2012: Guadeloupe- 37th (May 28-June 1) 
2013: Grenada -38th (June 3-7) 
2014: Merida, Mexico -39th (May 26-30) 
2015: New Orleans, Louisiana, USA - 40th (May 25-29) 




CONFERENCE PROGAM COMMITTEE CHAIRS 
Okama Ekpe Brook and Guido Rojer, Jr. 
Program Committee Members and Reviewers 
Author Celebration: Kamille Gentles-Peartand Sheri K. Lewis 
Committee for Translingual Exchange & Translation (CTET): Nadia Celis, Anja Banda u, and Margaret (Maggie) Shrimpton 
Environment and Sustainability Working Group: Nicholas Watts 
Executive Council Members: Michael Barnett, Samuel Fun~ Davis, Karen Flynn, Mamyrah Prosper and Heather Russell 
Film Track: An gel a Roe, Lisa All en-Agostini, Kareem Mortimer and Craig Smith 
Literary Salon: And rea Shaw 
Sexualities Working Group: Halimah Deshong and Krystal Ghisyawan 
Program Translation Team 
Nadia V. Celis Salgado 
Ileana Sanz Cabrera 
Christoph Singler 
Yazm n Luciana Salazar Plata 
Elinet Daniel Casimir 
Anja Sandau 
Susana C. Barradas 
Fabienne Vial a 
Nadine Mondestin 
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WE DREAM TOGETHER 
NEW IN CARIBBEAN STUDIES FROM 
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Selected Political Writings 
The Great Moving Right Show and Other Essays 
STUART HALL 
Edited and with an Introduction by 
SALLY DAVISON , DAVID FEATHERSTONE, 
MICHAEL RUSTIN , and BILL SCHWARZ 
Stuart Hall: Selected Writings 
paper, $27.95 
Familiar Stranger 
A Life Between Two Islands 
STUART HALL 
BILL SCHWARZ, editor 
Stuart Hall: Selected Writings 
12 illustrations, hardcover, $29.95 
North America rights only 
Cultural Studies 1983 
A Theoretical History 
STUART HALL 
JENNIFER DARYL SLACK and 
LAWRENCE GROSSBERG , editors 
Stuart Hall: Selected Writings 
paper, $23.95 
Stuart Hall's Voice 
Intimations of an Ethics of Receptive Generosity 
DAVID SCOTT 
hardcover, $29.95 
The Black Jacobins Reader 
CHARLES FORSDICK and 
CHRISTIAN HIIJGSBJERG, editors 
The C. L R. James Archives 
3 il lustrat ion s, paper, $28.95 
White Innocence 
Paradoxes of Colonialism and Race 
GLORIA WEKKER 
2 photographs, paper, $23.95 
In the Wake 
On Blackness and Being 
CHRISTINA SHARPE 
31 illustrations, paper, $22.95 
Archipelagic American Studies 
BRIAN RUSSELL ROBERTS and 
MICHELLE ANN STEPHENS 
39 illustrations, paper, $31.95 
The Borders of Dominicanidad 
Race, Nation, and Archives of Contradiction 
LORGIA GARCfA-PENA 
18 il lust rations, paper, $24.95 
We Dream Together 
Dominican Independence, Haiti , and 
the Fight for Caribbean Freedom 
ANNE ELLER 
11 il lustrations, paper, $27.95 
Critique of Black Reason 
ACHILLE MBEMBE 
LAURENT DUBOIS , translator 







Cuba's Global Solidarity 
MARGARET RANDALL 
paper, $24.95 
Only the Road 1 Solo el Camino 
Eight Decades of Cuban Poetry 
MARGARET RANDALL, 
editor and translator 
paper, $28.95 
Energy without Conscience 
Oil, Climate Change, and Complicity 
DAVID MCDERMOTT HUGHES 
29 illustrations, paper, $23.95 
An Aqueous Territory 
Sailor Geographies and New Granada's 
Transimperial Greater Caribbean World 
ERNESTO BASSI 
27 illustrations, paper, $26.95 
WATCH FOR THESE 
FORTHCOMING BOOKS: 
World Revolution, 1917-1936 
The Rise and Fall of the Communist International 
C. L. R. JAMES 
CHRISTIAN H0GSBJERG , editor 
The C. L R. James Archives 
8 illustrations, paper, $32.95 
August 2017 
Spiritual Citizenship 
Transnational Pathways from Black Power 
to lfa in Trinidad 
N. FADEKE CASTOR 
24 photographs, incl. 10 in color, paper, $24.95 
September 2017 
SAVE 30% WITH 
COUPON CODE 
CARIB17 






David Scott, editor 
Small Axe offers an 
interdisciplinary approach 
to social , political , and 
cultural criticism across 
the Anglo-Creole and 
Franco-Creole Caribbean. 
The journal features 
scholarly essays, fiction, 
poetry, interviews, 
discussion pieces, 
and visual arts. 
Subscribe today! 
Three issues annually 
Online access to current 
and back content is included 
with a print subscription. 
Individuals: $35 
Students: $25 
To order, please call 
888.651 .01 22 (toll-free 
in the US and Canada) or 




Discount code GSA 17 good through July 7, 2017 upress.ufl.edu 1800.226.3822 
Indigenous Passages Race and Class in the 
to Cuba, 1515-1900 Colonial Bahamas, 
JASON M. YAREMKO 1880-1960 
Hardcover $-19:95 $35.00 GAIL SAUNDERS 
lstwa across the Water 
Hardcover $89:95 $45.00 
Haitian History, Memory, Precarious Passages 
and the Cultural Imagination The Diasporic Imagination 
TONI PRESSLEY-SANON in Contemporary Black 
Hardcover $-14:95 $30.00 Anglophone Fiction 
TUIRE VALKEAKARI 
Who Owns Haiti? Hardcover $134:95 $40.00 
People, Power, and 
Sovereignty 
ROBERT MAGUIRE NOW IN PAPER & SCOTT FREEMAN, EDS. -----------Hardcover $-19:95 $35.00 
Rescuing Our Roots 
The Paradox 
The African Anglo-Caribbean 
of Paternalism Diaspora in Contemporary 
Women and the Politics Cuba 
of Authoritarianism ANDREA J. QUEELEY 
in the Dominican Republic 
Paper~$18.00 
ELIZABETH S. MANLEY 
Hardcover $89:95 $45.00 Jose Marti, the United 
States, and Race 
Freedom and 
ANNE FOUNTAIN 
Resistance Paper $+9:95 $15.00 
A Social History of Black 
Loyalists in the Bahamas Sustainable Urban 
CHRISTOPHER CURRY Agriculture in Cuba 
Hardcover $-14:95 $30.00 SINAN KOONT 
Paper~$18.00 
Dv.valier's 
Race, Diaspora. and U.S. Imperialism 
Carnival and National 
Identity in the Poetry 
of Afrocubanismo 
THOMAS F. ANDERSON 
Paper~$19.00 
The Cubalogues 
Beat Writers in Revolutionary 
Havana 
TODD F. TIETCHEN 
Paper $+9:95 $15.00 
Contrary Destinies 
A Century of America's 
Occupation, Deoccupation, 
and Reoccupation of Haiti 
LEON D. PAMPHILE 
Paper $+9:95 $15.00 
Duvalier's Ghosts 
Race, Diaspora, and U.S. 
Imperialism in Haitian 
Literatures 
JANA EVANS BRAZIEL 
Paper~$19.00 
Slave Families 
and the Hato Economy 
in Puerto Rico 






The Politics of Gender 
in Dominican Literature 
MAJA HORN 
Paper $ci+.95 $16.00 
The Mulatto Republic 
Class, Race, and Dominican 
National Identity 
APRIL J. MAYES 
Paper $+9:95 $15.00 
The Politics of Race 
in Panama 
Afro-Hispanic and West Indian 
Literary Discourses of 
Contention 
SONJA STEPHENSON WATSON 
Paper $+9:95 $15.00 
In Search of Asylum 
The Later Writings 
of Eric Walrond 
ERIC WALROND 
LOUIS J. PARASCANDOLA 
& CARL A. WADE, EDS. 
Paper~$18.00 I JUL 
Derek Walcott 
Politics and Poetics 
PAULA BURNETT 
Paper~ $20.00 I AUG 
View more books: 
upress.ufl.edu/CSA 17 
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NEW IN UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI'S 




Riding with Death 
Vodou Art and Urban 
Ecology in the Streets of 
Port-au-Prince 
By ]ana Braziel 
The extraordinary story of 
sculptors and their incredible 






By Bonnie Thomas 
A comprehensive 
introduction to five 
Caribbean writers and their 
confrontation with trauma 
$65 
Direct Democracy 
Collective Power, the Swarm, 
and the Literatures of the 
Americas 
By Scott Henkel 
A provocative account of 
what motivates prolific mass 




Music, Movement, Memory, and 
History in the Circum-Caribbean 
By Njoroge Njoroge 
A vibrant take on the global 
connections empowering 
Caribbean music and its global 
transferences 
$65 
The Pinkster King and 
the King of Kongo 
The Forgotten History of 
America's Dutch-Owned Slaves 
By Jeroen Dewulf 
A recovery of the transformative 
significance of Pentecost 
celebrations and fraternal orders 
on African American identity 
$65 
What She Go Do 
Women in Afro-Trinidadian 
Music 
By Hope Munro 
How women have expanded 
the creative reach of calypso, 
soca, and steelband music 
$65 
The Yoruba God 
of Drumming 
Transatlantic Perspectives 
on the Wood That Talks 
Edited by Amanda 
Ville pas tour 
From scholars and 
practitioners, a collaborative 
collection about the power 
of the orisha of drumming 
$65 
Botanicas 
Sacred Spaces of Healing 
and Devotion in Urban 
America 
By Joseph M. Murphy 
A cultural exploration of 
botanicas flourishing and 
serving customers across 
the United States 
$40 
ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS 




Tourism, Diaspora, and 
Sexuality in Caribbean 
Culture 
By Angelique V. Nixon 
How Caribbean artists and 
activists counteract the 
apparently irresistible lure 




Place, Race, and 
Musical Performance in 
Contemporary Cuba 
By Rebecca M. 
Bodenheimer 
A study of how notions 
of place and race inform 
the identities and 
performances of musicians 
in contemporary Cuba 
$30 
City of Islands 
Caribbean Intellectuals in 
New York 
By Tammy L. Brown 
How Caribbean thinkers 
have broadly influenced 
American culture and the 






Edited by J. Dillon 
Brown and Leah Reade 
Rosenberg 
A challenge to the 
primacy of the Windrush 
generation as the sole 




BOLD Ideas, ESSENTIAL Reading 
CRITICAL CARIBBEAN STUDIES SERIES 
THE DOMINICAN RACIAL 
IMAGINARY 
Surveying the Landscape of Race 
and Nation in Hispaniola 
Milagros Ricourt 
paper $27.95 
IN PANAMA AND 
THE CANAL ZONE 
• 
KATHERII'IE A. ZIEI'I 
Forthcoming 
SOVEREIGN ACTS 
Performing Race, Space, and 
Belonging in Panama and the 
Canal Zone 
Katherine A. Zien 
paper $27.95 
HAITI 
AND THE USES OF 
AMERICA 
HAITI AND THE USES OF 
AMERICA 
IMAGINING ASIA IN THE 
AMERICAS 
Post-U.S. Occupation Promises Zel ideth Maria Rivas and 
Chantalle F. Verna Debbie Lee-DiStefano 
paper $27.95 paper $27.95 
A volume in the Asian American Studies Today 
senes 
~ •l RUTGERS Sign up for special offers. VISIT QUR TABLE ! ·-
l ~UNIVERSITY PRESS rutgersuniversitypress.org (9 0 [7;51 Efl ~ 
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES PRESS 




http:/ /1 i braries. sta. uwi. ed u/uwi press/ 
Facebook: 
https ://www. facebook.com/uwipress 
Twitter: 
https :/ /twitter.com/uwi press 
Flickr: 
https :/ /www. flickr.com/photos/uwipress 
YouTube: 
https :/ /www. youtu be. com/user/uwi press 
WEDDINGS I EVENTS I MARKETING 
Our Certified Event Planners and Specialist 
bring a collective 30 years of experience to the industry and work from 
The Bahamas, Turks and Caicos and the Caribbean. 
We are al l here with one goal. ....... To turn your dream event into reality! 
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INDEX OF PARTICIPANTS 
Name Institution Email Panel 
Abboud, Samer Arcadia University abbouds@arcadia.edu 
Abreu Torres, Dania L3 
Adams, Estherine University of Guyana estherine2000@yahoo.com AS 
Addington, Thomas Howard University thomas.addington@bison.howard.edu 14 
Akinyemi, Nurudeen Kennesaw State University nakinyem@kennesaw.edu 
Alberts, Arjen PhD candidate, Sint Maarten arjen.alberts.sxm@gmail.com F6 
Alcee, Manouska gypsy168@gmail.com 
University of Kent/William Pater-
Alexander, Camille son University casalexander120@gmail.com 
University of Minnesota- Twin 
Algaze Gonzalez, Alexandra Cities algaz002@umn.edu F6 
Ali, Sam ina University of Miami sga15@miami.edu 01 
Allahar, Anton University of Western Ontario allahar@uwo.ca D2, P2, 211 
Allamby-Duncan, Sharine Government of St.Maarten sharineallamby@gmail.com 
Allen, Jason University of Leeds allenjasonj@gmail.com 02 
Alterwaite, Arielle Columbia University axa21 02@columbia.edu A1 
Alvares, Louis Universite d'etat d'haiti D3 
AMOAKO, FRANCIS KWASI JNJ FOUNETION GHANA naking319@gmail.com 
Amore, Jenaya Connecticut College jamore@conncoll.edu 
University of Kansas, Dept. of Eng-
Anatol, Giselle Liza lish ganatol@ku.edu 12 
Arce, B.christine University of Miami carce@miami.edu J2, L3 
Arjoon, Surendra UWI, St. Augustine surendra.arjoon@sta.uwi.edu 
CASA DEL CARIB E. MINISTERIO DE 
Armaignac, Kenia Dorta CULTURA. CUBA kdorta@cultstgo.cult.cu M2 
Arzumanova, Karina Palm Beach State College M1 
Attai, Nikoli University ofT oronto nikoli.attai@gmail.com 11 
French National Center for Sci en-
Au de bert, Cedric tific Research (CNRS) cedric. a ude bert@u niv-poitiers. fr D3 
Bain, Beverly University OfT oronto beverly.bain@utoronto.ca F3 
Baird, Adam Coventry University ac1 003 @coventry.ac. u k HS,S6 
Baker, Jessica University of Chicago jessicabaker@uchicago.edu C6 
Baldwin, Andrea Connecticut College abaldwin@conncoll.edu 
Bangou, Michel independent ebangou12@gmail.com 
Barias, Louise Dartmouth Caribbean Connection louise.barias@gmail.com 
Barias, Louise Dartmouth Caribbean Connection louise.barias@gmail.com 
Barnes, Bruce Sun pie Music sunpie@cox.net 05 
Barnett, Michael University of the West Indies barnett37@hotmail.com G1, H6,J6 
Barrow-Giles, Cynthia University of the West Indies D2 
Beddeau, Crista I University of the West Indies K3 
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Name Institution Email Panel 
Benjamin, Akua Ryerson University abenjam@ryerson.ca HS 
Benjamin, Russell Northeastern Illinois University rusbenjamin@yahoo.com C3, D2 
Bess, Melissa University ofthe West Indies Dl 
Bethell Bennett, I an University of the Bahamas 06 
Biglo Berna din ETS Q6 
Bishop, Matthew University of Sheffield m.bishop@sheffield.ac.uk HS, 55 
Presidente De L 'Association Des Ecrivains De 
Blanco, Delia La Cara"lbe K2, W3 
Bolles, A. Lynn University of Maryland College Park USA lbolles@umd.edu 
Bonilla, Claudia Nova Southeastern University claudiab@nova.edu 
C2, 12, 
Boyce-Davies, Carole Cornell University ceb278@cornell.edu Q3 
Braziel, Jan a Miami University brazieje@miamioh.edu K4 
University of New Orleans I Neighborhood 
Breunlin, Rachel Story Project rsbreunl@uno.edu 05 
Brooks, Robin University of Pittsburgh rob88@pitt.edu P4 
Brown, Ronald Retire/Westchester Community College rebl ronin@optonline.net 
Brudey, Sophie Independent brudeysophie@hotmail.com B2 
Byam, Dale Brooklyn College daleb@brooklyn.cuny.edu El 
Byrne, Jeffrey James University of British Columbia C7 
Callender-Ciewett, Sabrina Colgate University scallenderclewett@colgate.edu G4 
Campbell, Nigel Jett Samm Publishing nigelcampbell1960@yahoo.com A4 
Cantave, Rachel American University rachcantave@gmail.com H6, J3 
Carballo Concepcion, Jorge Alfredo Universidad de Ia Habana Bl 
Casiano, Carlos Lorna Linda University D4 
Casseus, Clara Rachel Eybalin Independent Researcher cia ra .rache I. ca sse us@ un i v-po iti ers. fr F5 
Celis, Nadia Bowdoin College ncelis@bowdoin.edu J2, L3 
Chadson, Pierre Enstiti Travay Sosyal ak Syans Sosyal chadson.pierre.ets@gmail.com 
Chami, Dr. Georgina Institute of International Relations georgina.chami@sta.uwi.edu K3 
Charles, Carolle Baruch College CUNY charlescarolle@gmail.com 
Charles, Nicole University ofToronto n.charles@mail.utoronto.ca 11 
Charles, Rahenly Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie fra ncesseb. cha rl es99@yah oo. fr 
Chavannes, David University of Pennsylvania dchav@sas.upenn.edu G2 
Chitwood, Ken University of Florida kchitwood@ufl.edu Q1 
Chunnu, Winsome Ohio University wc230502@ohio.edu 
Cleophat, Nixon Indiana University of Pennsylvania CLEOPHAT@IUP.EDU Cl 
London School of Economics and Political 
Commissiong, Natasha Science natasha.commissiong@gmail.com PS 
Council of Presidents of the United Nations 
Corbin, Carlyle General Assembly 13 
(oris, Ronald ETS 06 
Corniel, Zaida Stony Brook University zaida.corniel@gmail.com N1 
Cort, David University of Massachusetts Amherst dcort@soc.umass.edu D5 
Crichlow, Wesley University of Ontario Institute ofT echnology wesl eycri chI ow@g rna i l.co m H5 
Crosson, J. Brent University ofT exas-Austin brent.crosson@utexas.edu G2, N2 
Cummings, Ronald Brock University rnldcummings@yahoo.com F1,14 
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Name Institution Email Panel 
Dalleo, Raphael Associate Professor of English Prdalleo@gmail.com KS 
Davidson, Matthew University of Miami mad320@miami.edu L2 
Davis Kahina, Chenzira Virgin Islands Caribbean Cultural Center at Universi- chenzira.daviskahina@uvi.edu J1, P1 
Davis, Christopher Florida International University cdavi121@fiu.edu C4 
del Carmen, Amaris H6 
Del sol, Lisa Columbia University A2 
Delva, Roberthon Francois Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie delvaroberthonf@yahoo.fr 
Demshock, Alexandra Rutgers Unviersity alexandra.l.demshock@gmail.com Pl 
Desinor, Nathalie Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie desinornathalie@gmail.com 
Desinor, Nathalie Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie desinornathalie@gmail.com 
Devonish, Dwayne University of the West Indies 13 
Donahue, Jennifer The University of Arizona jenniferdonahue@email.arizona.edu P4 
Dorvilier, Graphyra faculte d'ethnologie graphyrad@gmail.com 
Dorvilier, Graphyra faculte d'ethnologie graphyrad@gmail.com 
Doug, Soni youth of kokobite association sonidoug@gmail.com 
Dougherty, Shane Bridgewater State University sdougherty@student.bridgedw.edu TS 
Drummond-Lewis, Sasha University of Michigan-Flint srdlewis@umflint.edu C3 
Dubuisson, Darlene Columbia University ded2121@columbia.edu PS 
Universite d'Etat d'Ha'lti a Limonade, Campus Henry 
Dulience, Bazelais Christophe I Universite des Antilles bazelaisdulience@gmail.com F4 
Dunkel, Douglas Reber Randolph-Macon College reber.dunkel@gmail.com E1 
Edwards, Duane University of the West Indies D1 
Ekpe-Brook, Okama G3, K3 
Eldridge, Lauren Spelman College leldridge@uchicago.edu M2 
Elliott, Dwight Hillsborough Community College (Online) odp007@gmail.com M1 
Elliott, Racquel F6 
Ellis, Everton University ofT oronto everton.ellis@mail.utoronto.ca F3 
Eniola Micheal, Odewale Eniola Gulf Aced ventures reserverights3@gmail.com 
Esteve, Franceline Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie estevefranceline@yahoo.fr 
Evans, Celest TS 
Ferguson, Kadine University of the West Indies, Mona ferguson_kadene@hotmail.com Gl 
Flynn, Karen University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign CS, J3 
Ford, Sachelle Duke University sachelle.ford@duke.edu A2 
Francesse, Charles Bernard Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie charles frances@yahoo.fr 
Francesse, Charles Bernard Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie charles frances@yahoo.fr 
Francis-Moullier, Maria N/A moullier@gmail.com 
Frederick, Rhonda Boston College frederir@bc.edu 
Fure Davis, Samuel Universidad de Ia Habana psfure@flex.u h .cu 06 
Gadsby, Meredith Oberlin College F3 
Galanis, Tamika Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University tamika.galanis@duke.edu 01, Ql, Q4 
Garcia Ramos, Marialina Universidad lberoamericana Fl 
Garth, Hanna University of California San Diego hgarth@ucla.edu G2, L 1 
Gentles-Peart, Kamille Roger Williams University kgentles-peart@rwu.edu 
Georges, Lucien Universite d'etat d'haiti D3 
Gill, Brenda Alabama State University bgill@alasu.edu B3 
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Gittens, Horatius Whitworth University hcgittens25@gmail.com 04 
Goede, Miguel University of Governance mpgoede@gmail.com C4 
Goffe, Tao Leigh NYU tgoffe@princeton.edu Hl, Ml 
Golden, Jean Ryerson Univerity jgolden@ryerson.ca 
Gomes, Shelene UWI St. Augustine shelenepgomes@gmail.com L2 
Gomez, Rafael University at Albany, SUNY rcgomez@albany.edu K4 
Gooray, Melina University of California Santa Barbara mngooray@umail.ucsb.edu E2 
Gordon, Micheal University of the West Indies P3 
Grant-Reid, Nadia UWI nadia.grant@gmail.com E2 
Gray, Raeden St. Thomas University rgray@stu.edu 
Greene, Oliver Georgia State University ongreene7@gmail.com 04 
Grenade, Wendy UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES wendy.grenade@cavehill.uwi.edu 13 
Grey, Cornel University ofToronto cornel.grey@mail.utoronto.ca 11 
Griffith, Glyne University at Albany, State University of New York ggriffith@albany.edu 
Grimes, Seth Sgrimes@colgate.edu sgrimes@colgate.edu G4 
Guzman, Elena Cornell University ehg38@cornell.edu K4 
Hall, Gregory Northeastern Illinois University C3 
Hall, Tyrone York University tyrone.hall876@gmail.com J7 
Hamilton, Njelle University of Virginia njhamilton@virginia.edu 05,15 
Harding, Warren Brown University-- Africana Studies wrhharding@gmail.com E3 
Harnarine, ian 
Harris, Orlando University of California, San Francisco orlando.harris@ucsf.edu AS, G1, 06 
Hathaway, Emily Tulane University ehathawa@tulane.edu F4 
Henay, Charlotte York University charlottehenay@gmail.com Q2 
Henkel, Scott University of Wyoming scott.henkel@uwyo.edu M1 
Herrada Hidalgo, Antonio Universidad de Ia Habana B1 
Hickling, Deborah University of the West Indies deborah.hickling@gmail.com A6 
Hinds, David Arizona State University david.hinds@asu.edu A4,13 
Hoffman, Diane University of Virginia hoffman@virginia.edu C4 
lnamete, Ufot Florida A&M University inamete@yahoo.com H6 
Jackson, Regine Agnes Scott College F5 
Jaffe, Rivke University of Amsterdam r.k.jaffe@uva.nl 14 
James, Carl York University cjames@yorku.ca H5 
Jean Enock, Francillon ETS Q6 
Jean-Charles, Marsha Cornell University (2 
Jean-Pierre, Marky Tulane University & Akademi Kreyol Ayisyen mjeanpie@tulane.edu P3 
Jelly Shapiro, Joshua New York University Jl 
Jeremiah, Rohan University of Illinois A1 
John, Curtis Ceasar 
John, Klieon 
John, Mauricia Kutztown University of Pennsylvania john@kutztown.edu M3 
Jokhan, Mala University of the West Indies, St. Augustine mjokhan@gmail.com M3 
Jones, Miranda University of Birmingham maj170@bham.ac.uk F4 
Jones, Terry-Ann Fairfield University tjones@fa irfield .edu J3 
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Jordan-Zachery, Julia Providence College jjordanz@providence.edu 57 
Joseph-Jackson, Shammane University of Guyana shamjoseph@yahoo.com AS, E2 
Joseph, Takeesha Bridgewater State University tjoseph93.tj@gmail.com 03,P6 
Jouault, Samuel Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan sam.jouault@gmail.com J2 
Jules, Tavis D. Loyola University Chicago tjules@luc.edu F3 
Keresztesi, Rita UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA ritak@ou.edu N2 
HS, 
Kerrigan, Dylan University of the West Indies, St Augustine Campus dylan.kerrigan@sta.uwi.edu S6,U2 
Khan,Aiiyah University of Michigan, Ann Arbor aliyrhan@umich.edu 01 
King, Rosamond Brooklyn College/CUNY rking@brooklyn.cuny.edu 04,02 
Kirby, Peta-Gay Campion College Ml 
Klonaris, Helen TS 
Lacascade, Jean Yves Collectivite de Guyane 03 
Lacey, Krim Johns Hopkins University Al 
Lachmising, Karin Independent Writer info@karinlachmising.com 
Laguardia Martinez, Jacqueline University of the West Indies Bl 
Latorre, Sobeira Southern Connecticut State University latorresl @southernct.edu J4 
Laureano-Ortiz, Raymond Centro de Estudios Avanzados de Puerto Rico y el Caribe laureano@ieee.org B2 
Lawlor, Lisa PhD Candidate at SUNY Buffalo lisalawlor@gmail.com C1 
Lee, Jean University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign jean lee 1 @illinois.edu M3 
Lee, Vanessa University of Oxford 02 
Lewis, Linden Bucknell University linden.lewis@bucknell.edu D2 
Lopez, Amaryllis Bridgewater State University lpz.amaryllis@gmail.com 03, P4 
Louiceus, Ozias ETS ozias.louiceus@gmail.com 06 
Lucas, Romola 
Lyew, Dominique Vanderbilt University dominique.a.lyew@vanderbilt.edu 
Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Car-
ibbean Studies, KITL VI Lei den University, Faculty of 
Mac Donald, Stacey Social Sciences macdonald@kitlv.nl F4,G3 
Machado Saez, Elena Bucknell University machadosaez@hotmail.com J4 
Manoo-Rahming, Lelawattee 15 
Mantz, Jeffrey National Science Foundation jmantz@nsf.gov 
Marcellus, Eliezer Rutgers University Eliezerm@rci.rutgers.edu J3, PS 
Martin, Dyanne Florida Atlantic University dkmartin@comcast.net C1 
Martin, Thomas Florida Atlantic University tmartin@fau.edu 
Martinez Lemez, Sindy Havana University sindymlemes@gmail.com A3 
Masse, Guirdex Augusta University guirdex@gmail.com PS 
McAlister, Elizabeth Wesleyan University emca I ister@wesleyan.ed u K4 
McGrath, Christopher A Hope College cmcg7@comcast.net N1 
kmcintyre-
Mcintyre-McCullough, Keisha Miami Dade County Public Schools mccullough@dadeschools.net F6 
Mclaren, Joseph Hofstra University joseph.mclaren@hofstra.edu 04 
McNeal, Keith University of Houston keith.e.mcneal@gmail.com N2 
Merion, Julien UNIVERSITE ANTILLES merionjulien4@gmail.com 03 
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Merion, Julien UNIVERSITE ANTILLES merionjulien4@gmail.com 03 
Meyers, Roxanne University of the West Indies K3 
Michel, Ginette Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie chelnette@yahoo.fr 
Millette, Robert Lincoln University millette@lincoln.edu 
Mitchell, Sashae University of Pennsylvania sashaemitchell@gmail.com cs 
sha rdfotech com pan yl i m-
Mohammed, Mustapha SHARDFO-TECH COMPANY LIMITED ited@yahoo.com 
Mohammed, Mustapha SHARDFO-TECH COMPANY LIMITED sha rdfotech com ltd @yahoo .com 
Mohammed, Shanaaz Florida State University sm11t@my.fsu.edu ES 
Mohan, Preeya University of the West Indies L1 
MoYse, Myriam Universite des Antilles, Pole Martinique myriam moise@hotmail.com 12 
Monsanto, Carlo Vetha Center for Transdisciplinary Studies carlo.monsanto@vetha.org H2 
Montgomery, Susanne Lorna Linda University smontgomery@llu.edu D4 
Moore de Peralta, Arelis Clemson University ared@clemson.edu B2 
Moore, Amelia University of Rhode Island ameliamoore@uri.edu M2 
Morgan, Ala ina New York University alaina.morgan@nyu.edu 01 
Morsi, Eman Dartmouth College eman.s.morsi@dartmouth.edu C7 
Mortley, Mikol University of the West Indies L1 
Mulot, Stephanie UNIVERSITE TOULOUSE JEAN JAURES mulot@univ-tlse2.fr P4 
Murdoch, H. Adlai Tufts University h.murdoch@tufts.edu M3 
Nathaniel, Daina Queens University of Charlotte nathanid@queens.edu C4 
Nevins, Andrea Shaw Nova Southeastern University andrshaw@nova.edu QS 
Institute for Gender and Development Studies, 
Nixon, Angelique The University of the West Indies angeliquevnixon@gmail.com 02 
Noxolo, Patricia University of Birmingham p.e.p.noxolo@bham.ac.uk 14 
O'Neill, Caitlin University ofT exas at Austin caitlinoapostropheneill@gmail.com E3, Hl 
Okoli, Kristin Adele University of Central Arkansas kokoli@uca.edu F1, P4 
Onafowora, Olugbenga SUSQUEHANNA UNIVERSITY ONAFOWOR@SUSQU.EDU F6 
Onoura, Adwoa 57 
Otari, Vaijayanti Assistant Professor otarivaijayanti@gmail.com M3 
Owoye, Oluwole Western Connecticut State University Owoyeo@wcsu.edu E7 
Parasramsingh Mano, Avekadavie The University of the West Indies aveka85@yahoo.com M3 
Paul-Emile, Barbara Department of English, Bentley University bpaulemile@bentley.edu 
Paul-Emile, Serge CSA Elders spaulemile@mac.com 
Petit, Ethel Student petit.ethel@gmail.com 
Pettway, Matthew college of charleston pettwaymj@cofc.edu M3 
UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST INDIES, ST AUGUS-
PHILLIP-DURHAM, Geneve TINE CAMPUS geneve.phillip@yahoo.com G3,13 
Phillips, Joan University of the West Indies joan.phillips@cavehill.uwi.edu D1 
Pierre, Maritza Iowa State University mpierre@iastate.edu A6 
Plaza, Dwaine Oregon State University dplaza@orst.edu F7 
Plaza, Lauren Oregon State University F7 
Poole, Maurita Clark Atlanta University mpoole@cau.edu QS 
University Notre Dame d'Haiti I uders des 
Presume, Rodrigue Gonaives rodriguepresume@yahoo.fr 
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Priestley, SHARON-ROSE University of the West Indies, Mona Campus sharon.priestley@uwimona.edu.jm P3 
Profit, Vanessa Guyana Bureau of Statistics P3 
Prosper, Mamyrah City University of New York G1 
Ramadan-Santiago, Omar CUNY Graduate Center oramadan-santiago@gc.cuny.edu H6 
Ramakrishnan, Mahadevi Colgate University mramakrishnan@colgate.edu G4 
Ramsaran, Dave Susquehanna University ramsaran@susqu.edu E2, H6 
The University of the West Indies, St. Aug us-
Ramsay, Allison tine Campus allisonoramsay@gmail.com C6 
Reid-Brown, Carolyn Florida International University creid003@fiu.edu 02, F6 
Remy, Pauline Hope College remy@hope.edu N1 
Reno, Fred Universite des Antilles CAGI fredreno7@gmail.com 03 
Rey, Denis University ofTampa denis.rey@ut.edu L2 
Reyes, Michael University ofTexas at Austin michael. reyes@utexas. ed u 01, P1 
Reyes, Michael Queen's University mcr6@queensu.ca 
Reynolds, Calli Connecticut College creynol3@conncoll.edu 
Rhiney, Kevan Rutgers University kevon.rhiney@rutgers.edu K4,S7 
The University of the West Indies St. Aug us-
Roach, Charlene tine Campus Charlene.Roach@sta.uwi.edu A2,M2 
Robinson-Walcott, Kimberly Caribbean Quarterly, UWI kimberly.robinson@uwimona.edu.jm 
Rocklin, Alexander Willamette University alex.k.rocklin@gmail.com N2 
Rodrigues, Tatianna University College London tatianna.rodrigues@gmail.com P2 
Rodriguez Jorge, Emilio Universidad de La Habana 04 
Rodriguez Matos, Neris Universidad de Oriente neris@uo.edu.cu 04 
Rodriguez Puerto, Kirenia Universidad de La Habana kirenia@fayl.uh.cu A3 
RODRIGUEZ VELAZQUEZ, KATSI YARI Brown University/Africana Studies katsi rodriguez velazquez@brown.edu B2 
Roksandic, Ivan University of Winnipeg yastmelkhiaalz@gmail.com J7 
Roland, L. Kaifa University of Colorado-Boulder Kaifa.Roland@colorado.edu 
Romer, Louis Vassar College lromer@vassar.edu C7 
Romero, lvette Marist College ivette.romero@marist.edu M1 
Rosenberg, Leah University of Florida rosenber@uft.edu H7, 16 
Rotmeijer, Sa nne KITL V (PhD Candidate) rotmeijer@kitlv.nl G3 
Rubio-Zepeda, Jose University ofTexas at Austin jrubiozep@utexas.edu P1 
UNIVERSIDAD SIMON BOLIVAR, BARRANQUIL-
Russeau, Buenaventura LA, COLOMBIA victoriadelastunas48@gmail.com 
Russell, Heather Florida International University russellh@fiu.edu 16 
Sahakian, Emily University of Georgia sahakian@uga.edu M3,02 
Saint- Georges, Marie Chrisnette Universite d'Etat D'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnologie chrisul26@hotmail.com 
Salandy, Tyehimba Un ivesity of the West Indies K1 
Samlal, Keisha University of the West Indies K1 
Scantlebury-Mounsey, Janelle Barbados Statistical Service P3 
Sears, Alfred IS 
Sedoc-Dahlberg, Betty emeritus sedocs@gmail.com 
Sekou, Malik University of the Virgin Islands malik.sekou@yahoo.com E2 
Seymour, Antoinette 16 
Sezaire, Jackie Prudent Haiti Project Tree of life jackieprudent@gmail.com 
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Shanaaz, Mohammed Florida State University F4 
Sheppard, Monique Bridgewater State University m 1 sheppard@student.bridgew.edu 03,P6 
Sheridan, Michael Middlebury College msherida@middlebury.edu 01 
Shoemaker, lauren Indiana University of Pennsylvania l.e.shoemaker@iup.edu 11 
Shrimpton Masson, Margaret (Maggie) Universidad Auto noma de Yucatan maggieshrimpton@yahoo.com.mx J2, K2 
Siljander, Karoline Marie Bridgewater State University karoline@siljander.no AS 
Shridath Ramphal Centre for International 
Skeete, Kai-Ann Trade Law, Policy and Services kskeete@gmail.com 05 
Smith, Philip University of the Bahamas 04 
Smith, R. Scott Utica College rsmith@utica.edu C6 
Soriano, Tim University of Illinois at Chicago tsoria2@uic.edu 
Spears-Bunton, Dr. Linda A. Florida International University spears@fiu.edu C2 
Spencer, Nekeisha UWI, Binghamton University nspence3@binghamton.edu F2 
Springer, Carla W. The University ofthe West Indies carla.springer@cavehill.uwi.edu 
St. Bernard, Godfrey University of the West Indies K1 
St. Pierre, Maurice Morgan State University (Retired) oochee@verizon. net M2 
Stephana Escalante, Alejandro The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill N2 
Stitt, Jocelyn University of Michigan J4 
Stockard, Russell California lutheran University E1 
Storr, Juliette Pennsylvania State University jms1 015@psu.edu A2,Q4 
Strachan, lan University of the Bahamas K2 
Institute for Gender and Development 
Sukhu, Raquel Studies, SAU, The UWI raquelsukhu@yahoo.com 
The University of the West Indies, St. Au-
Sylvester, Meagan gustine Campus drmasylvester@hotmail.com A4 
Tania Garcia, Juana Universidad de Ia Habana B1 
Tanjong, Wilglory Princeton University wtanjong@princeton.edu 
Tareau, Karen university of french west indies karen.tareau@gmail.com F5 
Taylor, Emily Presbyterian College etaylor@presby .edu KS 
Taylor, Gabriella Princeton University gat2@princeton.edu 
University of Pennsylvania Graduate School 
Thelomar, Guerdiana of Education g.thelomar@gmail.com C5 
Thomas, Cathy ucsc K5, TS 
Universite d'Etat d'Haiti- Faculte d'Ethnol-
Thornelant, Regina Karine ogie thornelant karine@yahoo.fr 
Tillis, Antonio The University of Houston isegovi2@uh.edu 
Tillis, Antonio D. The University of Houston adtillis@uh.edu 
T oro Perez, Catalina Universidad Nacional de Colombia C3 
Tota, Roxana Miami Dade College Ml 
Toussaint, Loren luther College D5 
Tsang, Martin University of Miami martin.a.tsang@gmail.com N2 
Tull, Jo-anne The University of the West Indies drjoannetull@gmail.com El 
Turner, Treshauna University of the West Indies l1 
Ubiera, DIEGO Fitchburg State University diubiera@gmail.com M3 
Urena, Johelys Bridgewater State University jurena@student.bridgew.edu 03,P6 
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Urquhart, Mikhaii-Ann Binghamton University murquha1 @binghamton.edu F2 
V,A EF av@tester.com 
Vag as, Margarita UNAM maryagua@yahoo.com.mx F2 
Valdez leon, Camila University of the West Indies, St. Augustine A3 
Valens, Keja Salem State University kvalens@sa lemstate.edu K5 
Valies, Roxanne Baptist Health Hospital M1 
Varisot, Sara UNIVERSITE DES ANTILLES MARTINIQUE sarita 972@yahoo.fr 
Verin, Eugene 1Oth Judicial Circuit- Alabama USA eugenerverin@gmail.com 
Villamizar, Gina Youngstown State University gvillamizar@ysu.edu C7, F3 
Voukitchevitch, Zhannah University of Ottawa zvouk036@uottawa.ca A6,P2 
Walker, Eustace Bridgewater State University e3walker@student.bridgew.edu TS 
Warmington-Granston, Nicole Governors State University nwarmington-granston@govst.edu F2,J7 
Watson, Hilbourne Bucknell University (Emeritus Professor} hawatson@bucknell.edu E3, 01 
Welcome, leniqueca University of Pennsylvania lwelcome@sas.upenn.edu G2 
White, Melanie UT-Austin melaniewhite@utexas.edu 05 
Wiegand, Emily Bridgewater State University ewiegand@student.bridgew.edu P2 
Wiel, Keisha Temple University keisha.wiel@temple.edu H6 
Indiana University lilly Family School of 
Williams-Pulfer, Kim Philanthropy kpulfer@iupui.edu K3 
Williams, Hakim Mohandas Amani Gettysburg College hakimwill@gmail.com H6 
Wills, Siobhan Ulster University s.wills@ulster.ac.uk 
Wilson, Colwick Kettering Health Network colwick.wilson@ketteringhealth.org B3,D4,D5 
Wilson, Deleise Kettering College Deleise.Wilson@kc.edu B3 
Wilson, leon Alabama State University lcwillo@gmail.com B3 
Wilton, Leo Binghamton University lwilton@binghamton.edu G2 
Winpenny, Audrey University of Pennsylvania manasesmio@gmail.com 56 
Wood Pujols, Yolanda Universidad de La Habana yolawood@gmail.com A3,C2 
Wood, Maxine York University maxinew@yorku.ca HS 
Zavala, Jeffrey York University jzpromo@gmail.com 
Zepeda, Arturo California State University, los Angeles arturo.zepeda2012@gmail.com P2 
Zinser, RANDYTASIANO KUUKULE SHARDFO-TECH COMPANY LIMITED shardfotechcomltdgh@gmail.com 
Zinser, RANDYTASIANO KUUKULE SHARDFO-TECH COMPANY LIMITED sha rdfotech com ltd@g rna i I. com 
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Conference Booklet Cover Design  
Competition Winner  
CSA-NAGB Partnership announces the winner for the Conference Booklet Cover Design Competition 
Angelika Wallace-Whitfield 
The joint panel of judges included, Keithley Woolward (CSA), Yolanda Wood (CSA), Bahamian contemporary artist John Beadle, and NAGB 
Chief Curator, Holly Bynoe. 
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONS 
The Caribbean Studies Association {CSA) is an independent, non-profit, professional organization registered in Trinidad and Tobago and 
the United States of America. CSA is the primary association for scholars, citizen researchers, policy specialists and advocates, cultural practi-
tioners and creatives working on the Caribbean Region (including Central America and the Caribbean Coast of South America). 
The National Art Gallery ofT he Bahamas (NAGB) was the first institution of its kind in the history of The Bahamas, announced in 1996, 
by then-Prime Minister, Hubert A. Ingraham, as part of a larger expanded system of museums that would record, preserve and historicize the 
narrative of the independent sovereign nation, established in 1973. 
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